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Introduction:
Contentious Objects/Ashamed Subjects
The research methodologies and methods employed by artists at first sight might not
seem unique and relevantly different from those already used at large in the other
disciplines and fields of studies.1 History, art history, visual cultures, anthropology,
ethnography, sociology, psychology, memory studies, etc. have already developed
different theoretical methodologies and proposed some adequate quantitative and
qualitative research methods for investigating the reasons behind and implications
of contentious cultural heritages. What makes artistic research different from that
deployed in the humanities and social sciences? This question is pertinent to the current state of art in higher art education and in the establishing of the long list of academic programmes for obtaining postgraduate art degrees in artistic research and
research-based art.2
Issues of uncertainty and ‘unknowing’ have often been pointed out as the differentia specifica of artistic research.3 However a radically opposite claim: that artistic research is a completely new and unique kind of research, would seem to usher in a dangerous essentialisation of artistic research. If one understands artistic research either
as nothing new or as something completely unique this could simplify and redirect
expectations and evaluations of the research from the realm of art to either solely the
realm of science or to the spheres of politics and activism.
Nevertheless once one embarks on a more profound research of concrete artistic research projects, many newly discovered specific data and interpretations might lead
to different conclusions regarding the importance of cross-referential research practices and collaborative intertwining of various expertise and skills on both sides of the
research camp: the scientific and the artistic. Moreover, comparisons between various
sources of the ‘pleasure of research’ become more comprehensible.4
The exhibition ‘Contentious Objects/Ashamed Subjects’ is a research about research.
It is based on a long-term cross-disciplinary curatorial exploration of art-based research and artistic research projects. However, the exhibition is not about just any
kind of art and artistic research methodologies and methods. Focusing particularly
on various methodologies, artistic research methods and strategies that are employed
by contemporary artists the exhibition encompasses those artistic practices dedicated to durational and exhaustive cross-referential research of difficult tangible and
intangible cultural heritages.

1 › Here I refer to the importance to distinguish the research methodologies from various research methods. See:
Lisa M. Given, ed., The SAGE Encyclopedia of Qualitative Research Methods (London: SAGE, 2008). Although in theory
there is a clear distinction in artistic research projects there is often a confusion between the two because of the longterm use of these terms in literature and because of the intersection and internalisation of certain methodologies with
methods that are treated as ‘obsolete’ or became ‘naturalised’ (e.g. deconstruction, phenomenology, poststructuralist
discursive analysis, postcolonial critique, grounded theory, feminist critique, constructionist theory, narratology,
critical pedagogy, etc.).
2 › For example: Mika Hannula, Jan Kaila, Roger Palmer and Kimmo Sarje, eds., Artists as Researchers – A New
Paradigm for Art Education in Europe, (Helsinki: Academy of Fine Arts, 2013); Mara Ambrožič and Angela Vettese,
eds., Art as a Thinking Process Visual Forms of Knowledge Production (Berlin and Venice: Sternberg Press and
Università IUAV di Venezia, 2013); JAR - Journal of Artistic Research (Zurich: Society for Artistic Research, Zurich):
http://jar-online.net.
3 › See Mika Hannula’s statement: ‘this uncertainty in artistic research is something that must be endured and
accepted. ’ Mika Hannula “The Responsibility and Freedom of Interpretation,” in Artistic Research, eds. Satu Kiljunen
and Mika Hannula (Helsinki: Academy of Fine Arts, 2002), 83.
4 › Henk Slager, The Pleasure of Research (Ostfildern: Hantje Cantz, 2015), 37-40.
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Methodologies and Methods in Artistic Research
‘Contentious Objects/Ashamed Subjects’ presents long-term projects that explore how
objects, images, ideas and knowledges about difficult events from the past are transmitted, mediated, translated or mistranslated between various cultures in or outside
institutional contexts. The artist-researchers together with different humanities
scholars and social scientists—and often in collaboration with political activists—employ all available resources in their cross-disciplinary and cross-referential research
projects. However, one of the main dilemmas is whether one could distinguish specific methodologies, research models, ethical rules and formats that might be more
appropriate and constructive for pondering such contentious topics than the usual
ones applied in arts and sciences.
The main paradoxes of artistic research stem from the implication that artistic practice itself is an essential component of both the research process and research results.5
Scribbles, sketches, drawings, grids, mind maps, individual and collective close reading sessions, video interviews, militant image research, autobiographical and other
microhistories, exhibition visits, creating models and prototypes, field work, critical
walks, small acts, long road trips, thoughts, conversations, lecture-performances,
even failed work and wasting time on the internet, are common attributes related to
artistic research activities.6

Becoming Contentious
The artists present in this exhibition address questions of how memory (and postmemory) culture is reflected in material culture, e.g. in images, art objects or monuments; and how spaces and events inhabit past and present conflicts, thereby becoming contentious. In this respect, some of the pertinent questions that triggered
the exhibition concern which objects, images and spaces are considered contentious
cultural heritages (Sharon Macdonald),7 and how they are transmitted and reflected
in the European ‘culturescapes’ and ‘memoryscapes.’ More precisely, in Regina Römhild’s words: ‘What we tend to forget is that this fragility and contestedness has always
been the case. There never was a clear-cut, consensual entity called “Europe,” nor a
geographically defined continent or a cultural formation.’8
These issues are extrapolated regardless of whether the researched materials are included or displayed in collections of various European art and cultural institutions, or
they are presented in public spaces or kept in other contexts. The exhibition therefore
aims to map and critically reflect the state of art in both the field of artistic research

5 › For some of these observations regarding artistic research I am grateful to the artist and professor Magnus Bärtås
and his three-year long artistic research project Microhistories initiated at Konsfack, Stockholm. The project gathered
many theorists, researchers and artists to discuss the relations between some of the relevant artistic research
methods and media, e.g. the relation between microhistory and video essay. See: Magnus Bärtås, “Microhistories,”
Konstfack, last accessed December 17, 2018, https://www.konstfack.se/en/Research/Research-projects/Overviewof-finished-projects/Microhistories/.
6 › Some of the concepts discussed in this essay stem from the seminar on “Artistic Research” organised by Michelle
Teran (one of the artists included in the project Microhistories) who organised the seminar at Trondheim Academy of
Fine Arts, Trondheim, November 26-28, 2011.
7 › Sharon Macdonald, “Contentious Heritage,” TRACES no. 5 (April 2018): 6-7, http://www.traces.polimi.it/wpcontent/uploads/2018/07/traces_mag_05_WEB.pdf.
8 › Regina Römhild, “Reflexive Europeanization, or: Makings of Europe,” TRACES no. 5 (April 2018): 4-5, http://www.
traces.polimi.it/wp-content/uploads/2018/07/traces_mag_05_WEB.pdf.
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methodologies and in research-based art practices that deal with the affects linked to
contentious heritage together with its associated images, objects, entire museum collections, monuments, architectural objects, or public spaces. Moreover, the exhibition
questions how and why these objects became contentious at first place.
The stereotypical and racialised representations; institutional reluctance to acknowledge the questionable provenience of unlawfully required objects and unethical
sponsorship; as well as propositions of how to deal with the repressed memory of the
spaces once inhabited by conflict or are marked with contested monuments dedicated to disgraceful historic figures or events; the collective memory about commoning
movements that contested the appropriation of public space; are just some of the researched topics addressed in the projects presented here.
Most importantly, in bringing these projects together, the exhibition addresses the
possibilities for catalysing social change as well as fighting systemic racism and the
recent hateful outbursts from the far right in Europe and elsewhere (e.g. anti-Semitic and anti-Roma sentiments, racism towards indigenous and black populations, and
prejudice towards LGBTQ communities) in the context of current debates regarding
the reciprocal relations between art, academia and political activism at the intersection between institutions of art, civic society and ruling socio-political structures.
Therefore, the exhibition explores art practices that move towards inclusiveness, creativity, and innovation, while stressing the potentiality of various artistic research
strategies for the production of new, specific and critical knowledges in various research and academic fields.
It is not the first time that the question whether and how the artistic research contributes to a politics of emancipation. The questions of the relations between the ethics and aesthetics, the form and social content and conduct in artistic research have
been addressed previously in various academic and artistic contexts. The issue of representation and the artistic and curatorial decisions towards making of the images
and objects representing difficult ethical contents (dead and wounded bodies, human
remains, Holocaust victims, poverty, etc.) as well as their different approaches towards
reproduction, display, distribution and circulation also are relevant issues that have
been already debated in various contexts. For example, the discussion regarding the
photographic and video representation of the Holocaust,9 the debate about the making, displaying and circulation of images of human remains already stored in museum
collections,10 and the more general debate about Rancière’s concept ‘(re)distribution
of the sensible’ and ‘indisciplinarity.’11
Starting with invisible heritages and contentious objects, images and spaces, this exhibition addresses the need to acknowledge past wrong-doings in order to rethink,
deconstruct and dismantle pre-existing regimes of representation and systemic malfunctions, while proposing alternative trajectories for future research. Furthermore,
the exhibition explores the application of various theoretical and research methodologies (already developed in art history, museology, anthropology, ethnology, sociolo-

9 › There have been several relevant debates in regard to the representation of the Holocaust in photography and
film, e.g. in the French documentary Shoah (1985), directed by Claude Lanzmann who intentionally decided not
to use any existing images in his film. For a profound extrapolation of the arguments regarding representation of
Holocaust in photography see: Georges Didi-Huberman, Images in Spite of All: Four Photographs from Auschwitz
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2008).
10 › John Harries et al., “Exposure: the ethics of making, sharing and displaying photographs of human remains,”
Human Remains and Violence: An Interdisciplinary Journal 4, no. 1 (June 2018): 22.
11 › Ross Birrell, “Editorial Jacques Rancière and The (Re)Distribution of the Sensible: Five Lessons in Artistic Research,”
Art&Research A Journal of Ideas, Contexts and Methods 2, no. 1 (Summer 2008): http://www.artandresearch.org.uk/
v2n1/v2n1editorial.html
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gy, pedagogy, political sciences, etc.) together with artistic research methods, artistic
media, strategies and actions will be explored in terms of their specificity, appropriateness, applicability, affordance,12 as well as efficiency in accomplishing these challenging goals, on both ethical and conceptual levels.
Most of the artistic strategies here stem from the legacy of postcolonial and feminist
critique, and the research practices around various theoretical analyses and case studies have developed in the frame of the humanities and social sciences. The exhibited
projects include, but are not limited to, the use of critical analysis of vernacular art,
preservation or vanishing of contested collective memories from public spaces, exhibiting human remains, prisoners’ art, and other objects and images of material culture,
as well as phenomena related to immaterial culture. The use of field trips, photography
as research, lecture performances, interviews, focus groups, contextual inquiry, usability study, survey, diary and hybrid records, critical databases, video essays, curatorial forensics, militant image research, institutional critique, re-enactment, thought
experiments, critical friend concepts, dialogical and participatory research of art made
by prisoners, are combined with other social interventions. Moreover, some of the artists teamed up with activists and initiate activist campaigns for naming and renaming
sites, counter-monuments, critical and social advertising, social design interventions,
agonistic research, creative co-production, petitions, calls for public apologies, manifestos, advocating and lobbying for decolonisation, repatriation and restitution.
Instead of dwelling on negatively charged memories, the exhibition celebrates art that
deals with shared or multidirectional memory (Michael Rothberg),13 and productive
shame (Paul Gilroy)14 in a committed and catalytic way. Consisting of selected archival documents as well as photographic, audio and video documentation of academic
and artistic research, the featured projects and practitioners focus on various relevant
and often sensitive thematic clusters by employing various methodologies and theories, while proposing specific research methods and strategies capable of contending
with their selected subjects.

Kalokagathia: Ethics and Aesthetics of Artistic Research15
There are generic officially circulated and accepted ethical principles for social science
research. For example, in March 2015 the Academy’s Council formally adopted five
guiding ethical principles. The five ethical principles are:
1. Social science is fundamental to a democratic society and should be inclusive of
different interests, values, funders, methods and perspectives.
2. All social science should respect the privacy, autonomy, diversity, values, and
dignity of individuals, groups and communities.
3. All social science should be conducted with integrity throughout, employing
the most appropriate methods for the research purpose.

12 › James J. Gibson, The Ecological Approach to Visual Perception (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Harcourt (HMH), 1979).
13 › Michael Rothberg, Multidirectional Memory: Remembering the Holocaust in the Age of Decolonization
(Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2009); Michael Rothberg, “From Gaza to Warsaw: Mapping Multidirectional
Memory,” Criticism 53, no. 4 (2011): 523-48.
14 › Paul Gilroy, Postcolonial Melancholia (New York: Columbia University Press, 2005).
15 › Kalokagathia: Ancient Greek: καλὸς κἀγαθός [kalos kaːɡatʰós], beautiful-and-good: the Ancient Greek ideal of
harmony between noble human personality and any art action (documented in Herodotus and other texts).
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4. All social scientists should act with regard to their social responsibilities in conducting and disseminating their research.
5. All social science should aim to maximise benefit and minimise harm.16
These principles were commended to the Academy’s Council members, Learned Societies and the general community of social science researchers. However, there is
no official consent regarding any specific application of ethical principles in the context of artistic research. How to reconcile the long-term tensions between ethical and
aesthetical values due to the prevailing dilemmas imposed by modernist theories of
art together with the complexity and diversity of artistic practices?17 There is also
no reasonable doubt why these ethical principles shouldn’t apply to artistic research,
but the question remains open whether some additional principles should be drafted
particularly in the context of participatory and collaborative projects with a focus on
performativity because of different understanding of what art is among general audiences coming from different social and cultural contexts.18

Contentious Heritages, Institutional Critique,
Participatory Art and Co-Production
The turn towards a participatory paradigm in the arts is based on the main assumptions of the critique that institutions and experts have a monopoly on definitions
of art and the access to its production and representation. While audiences do not
necessarily take an active part in the creative process of production and presentation
of art, they want and need to. This turn is even more pertinent to the issues that are
contentious and trigger the emotions and involvement of different audiences in a
variety of ways.
Participatory art therefore offers an approach to artistic processes in which the process
is considered incomplete without the viewers’ involvement—making audience members into co-authors, editors, or active performers who complement and resolve the
artist’s concept. The main intent behind the emergence of participatory art is not to
simply add a new genre to existing art genres and media. This conception is instrumental for challenging the dominant forms and relationships in the art world: a small protected class of professionals that have the monopoly over making and defining art and
who conceive of the audience as the ‘other’: passive and marginal observers celebrating
the results of the creation. In this respect, participatory art is closely related to the
practice of institutional critique through which different generations of artists have
called for revealing, critiquing, and dismantling elitist and exclusive art structures.
Today participatory art is linked with contemporary post-conceptual, dialogical or
conversational and relational practices, as well as with socially and politically en-

16 › “Academy Adopts Five Ethical Principles for Social Science Research,” Academy of Social Sciences, 2015, last
accessed December 17, 2018, https://www.acss.org.uk/developing-generic-ethics-principles-social-science/
academy-adopts-five-ethical-principles-for-social-science-research/;
https://www.acss.org.uk/wp-content/
uploads/2016/06/5-Ethics-Principles-for-Social-Science-Research-Flyer.pdf
17 › Suzana Milevska, “Relations, Participations, and Other Dialogical Frameworks,” in Dialogical Interventions, eds.
Martin Krenn and Gerald Bast (Berlin:Angewandte/De Gruyter, forthcoming).
18 › Noël Carroll, “Art and Ethical Criticism: An Overview of Recent Directions of Research,” Ethics 110, no. 2
(January 2000): 350-387, https://www.jstor.org/stable/10.1086/233273?seq=1#page_scan_tab_contents; Hallvard
Lillehammer, “Values of Art and the Ethical Question,” The British Journal of Aesthetics 48, no. 4 (October 2008):
376–394, https://doi.org/10.1093/aesthj/ayn045.
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gaged art (dubbed ‘artivism’), however it is often forgotten that similar art discourses
and practices have existed since the early 1960s. Within the theoretical background
of participatory art practices, there have been some other overlooked but related art
phenomena such as the development of new media and discourses, as well as many
individual artists who contributed to the application of an artistic participatory paradigm in parallel with democratic shifts towards participation in research and education. Participatory art continues to promote the understanding that an artwork is
not just an object that you passively enjoy while quietly looking at—it is a creation
in which even non-specialised viewers actively participate, a dynamic collaboration
between the artist, the audience and their environment.
Often there are also objects produced in such participatory processes, however these
material outcomes are not the main priority because the establishing of relational, interactive, and collaborative structures is also considered art. Thus, participatory projects often initiate the emergence of new communities and instigate new and complex
relations between the artists, produced objects and images and the participants. Therefore, although the results of participatory art may be documented with photography,
audio, video, broadcasted, or otherwise, the artwork is really to be found within the
interactions and relations that emerge from the audience’s engagement with the artist
and the situation created. Even so, participatory art cannot always overcome societal
strictures, and despite the attempt to erase divisions between the artist as a producer
and the audience as participant, very often new hierarchies are created depending on
class, ethnicity, access, etc.19

Exhibition Chapters and Projects
‘Contentious Objects/Ashamed Subjects’ features the comprehensive archives of five
projects realised by creative coproduction (CCP) teams in the context of TRACES (or
pre-existed the project): Absence as Heritage—Răzvan Anton, Julie Dawson, and Alexandra Toma; Awkward Objects of Genocide—Erica Lehrer, Roma Sendyka, Wojtek Wilczyk, Magdalena Zych; Casting of Death—Domestic Research Society and Marko Jenko,
Janez Polajnar, Marijan Rupert; Dead Images—Tal Adler, Linda Fibiger, John Harris,
Joan Smith, Anna Szöke, Maria Teschler-Nicola; Transforming Long Kesh/Maze—Martin Krenn and Aisling O’ Beirn; and several additional long-term research and/or participatory art projects: Solidarity Day (a campaign initiated together with CULTURESHUTDOWN.NET platform) and Memory Matrix—Azra Akšamija, (T)RACE-ING LOUIS
AGASSIZ: Artistic Renegotiations of Archive, Memory & Place—a result of Sasha Huber’s
collaboration with the campaign Demounting Louis Agassiz; the initiative World Communal Heritage—Rena Rädle and Vladan Jeremić; Research Without Guarantees—collective Urban Subjects: Sabine Bitter, Jeff Derksen, and Helmut Weber; Alfred Ullrich’s
project On the Move including his campaign regarding the sign ‘LANDFAHRERPLATZ
KEIN GEWERBE’ [Site for Travellers: No Trading]; and the research file Monumentomachia—Suzana Milevska. The projects are divided into four different chapters
according the topics addressed and research strategies applied: ‘Invisible Heritages,’
‘Contentious Objects and Images,’ ‘Spaces without Bodies’ and ‘On Productive Shame’.

19 › Claire Bishop, Artificial Hells: Participatory Art and the Politics of Spectatorship (New York: Verso Books, 2012);
Suzana Milevska, “Participatory Art: A Paradigm Shift from Objects to Subjects,” Springerin 12, no. 2 (2006): 18-23;
Suzana Milevska, “‘Infelicitous”’ Participatory Acts on the Neoliberal Stage,” p/art/icipate: Kultur aktiv gestalten 7
(October 2016): https://www.p-art-icipate.net/cms/infelicitous-participatory-acts-on-the-neoliberal-stage/.
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CHAPTER I: Invisible Heritages
‘Invisible Heritages’ is a chapter of the exhibition ‘Contentious Objects/Ashamed Subjects’ featuring research projects and activist initiatives prompted by concerned and
implicated artists, groups, collectives or teams who question certain difficult cultural
heritages that are not easy to perceive. Some of these objects of contention and related phenomena are either not on display; cannot be straightforwardly recognised as
heritage; or have been contested as a result of changing cultural, socio-political and
economical contexts, the communities’ dynamics, etc. Thus the projects featured take
up the challenge of addressing received definitions of various cultural heritages proposed by relevant local and international institutions that are responsible for tracing,
proclaiming, preserving and/or restoring certain objects, images, knowledges and
other immaterial related phenomena.
In this respect the term ‘invisible’ should not be understood as a metaphor about objects that are not in sight, are kept in deep storage, or are related to absent communities, as is the case of the project Absence as Heritage— Răzvan Anton, Julie Dawson,
and Alexandra Toma. Invisibility needs to be understood in relation to the complex
reasons, causes and relations that conditioned it. The evident ephemerality of the human existence and problems with the endurance, or the erasure of conflicting and
supressed memories caused by the violence on individual and collective levels that
proliferate during political conflicts and wars, are only some of the causes of invisibility, vanishing memories and absences. The state’s decision in Bosnia and Herzegovina,
to hide and supress the contentious issues by closing all cultural and art institutions
(2012) triggered the project Solidarity Day (a campaign) that artist Azra Akšamija initiated together with the CULTURESHUTDOWN.NET platform.
The abjection by graphic images and objects linked to decayed bodies, human remains
and other representations of death can also produce disputed cultural heritage and
objects of contention, as in the project Casting of Death—Domestic Research Society
and Marko Jenko, Janez Polajnar, Marijan Rupert.
The distinction between different existing kinds of cultural heritages is primarily
based on the difference between tangible and intangible cultural heritage: between
‘physical artefacts’ (such as buildings, monuments and significant artefacts) on the
one hand, and ‘various practices, representations, expressions, knowledge, skills, instruments, objects, artefacts and cultural spaces,’20 on the other hand. Although the
difference between tangible and intangible cultural heritages seems easy at first sight,
there are many historic, cultural, economic and political reasons that cause a conflation of the borders dividing both concepts and complicate the distinction.
According to this distinction made in the 2003 UNESCO Convention for the Safeguarding of the Intangible Cultural Heritage, examples of intangible heritage are
oral traditions, performing arts, local knowledge, and traditional skills—everything
that is understood as ‘Cultural Heritage’ by various communities, groups or individuals. Thus, both the recognition and promotion of living human treasures, as well as
their material production, are subsumed as cultural heritage. Therefore, the eventual
contentiousness of some cultural heritage emerges as a result of the reciprocal crossovers between material aspects of cultural production and the complex human relations and subjective positionalities surrounding them.

20 › “Convention for the Safeguarding of the Intangible Cultural Heritage,” UNSECO, 2003, last accessed December
17, 2018: http://portal.unesco.org/en/ev.php-URL_ID=17716&URL_DO=DO_TOPIC&URL_SECTION=201.html.
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In this context, Professor Sharon Macdonald’s definition of contentious heritage is
exhaustive and clarifying:
If heritage is what we inherit from the past and informs our sense of who we are today,
then contentious heritage is that which is capable of throwing this sense into doubt and
disrupting potential commonalities. Contentious heritage may spark memories of traumatic acts and oppression, problematic subject positions and roles, deep social divisions
or conflicts.
Contentious heritage is not necessarily already in contention. Many of the cases that we
are exploring in TRACES regard relatively neglected or forgotten heritages: heritage that
we are only made aware of by following faint or partly hidden traces in the present. In
some of these cases the forgetting has been a side-effect of other events, while in others
the heritage would become contentious if it were brought to light or made known and
is therefore avoided with wilful amnesia. The latter is often heritage that would forge
deep differences in positions about how to treat it—differences which often issue from
and aggravate existing social divisions, such as those of race or class. In the context of
TRACES our main concern is heritage that is contentious due to its capacity to disrupt
more unifying memories of Europe itself. This heritage is contentious in its capacity to
evoke the deep divisions within and between countries, as well as their relationships to the
rest of the world, especially the colonised, within and beyond. Some of the heritage that
we examine is contentious in other senses. For example, whether to exhibit a dead body
or part of it might be considered contentious in itself due to the emotional demand that
this might place on a viewer. In all cases concerning TRACES, however, this dimension of
contentiousness is tightly tied together with our main sense of the term: the disruptions
caused by this kind of heritage to more cohesive memories. It would make sense, therefore,
to retain the term ‘contentious’ for use in this primary sense, while recognising that it
may also be over-determined by other differences of view and conflicts.21
CCP1 - TRACES. Absence as Heritage, Explaining texts in Jewish prayer and study books at the Minitremu Art camp, 2017. Photo by Julie Dawson.

21 › Macdonald, “Contentious Heritage,” 6-7.
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CHAPTER II: Contentious Objects and Images
The second exhibition chapter embarks on one of the most relevant issues related to
cultural heritage: whether one could imagine the concept of cultural heritage liberated from the legacies of nationalism, colonialism and hegemonic power rooted in various regimes of representation. The chapter aims to disentangle the points of intersection between the sources of problematic representations in art and cultural objects
as well as images in the context of the anthropological phenomenon of contentious
heritage(s). The questions of what to represent and how to represent it, are directly
related with issues of what to put on display and how, as well as who has the right to
make such decisions. Here, the ethical responsibility for providing careful considerations around how the intersection of different registers might have been obscured
during the research process is shared by all researchers, regardless of their disciplines
or general interests.
Artistic research often uses existing quantitative and qualitative research methods
and procedures in use by different disciplines (e.g. archival research, observation,
focus groups, oral history interviews, participant observation research and other
microhistorical research, statistical analysis, graphic representation and design of
data). However, the research process is enhanced with the use of specific and newly
developed artistic strategies such are dialogical, participatory or performative interventions by applying the skills and knowledges issuing from various formats, technologies and media specific to art such as photography, interventions, installation and
video. These complex research processes and procedures enable artists to extrapolate
and ponder the complex relations that foster the emergence and production of contentious objects and images.
In the current turbulent cultural climate, it is highly relevant to reflect on the potentials of diverse models of artistic practice, genres, media, methodologies and strategies for successful critical cultural analysis of the societal and political contradictions.
Moreover, this reflection is also important for understanding the potential of these
new artistic practices to induce sustainable institutional changes regarding inherited
contentious concepts and systemic and institutional structures. The central argument
in this chapter and in the exhibition as a whole, concerns the reciprocal relations between contentious objects and images of heritage on the one hand; and the subjects
that directly or indirectly define and influence their contentiousness, on the other
hand. The main aim of this area of inquiry is to clarify whether and how certain artistic research methods or media of representation are more appropriate and successful
in addressing contentious objects and collections. Perhaps these approaches could induce social change in the circumstances that initially prompted the defining of such
heritages as contentious.
There have already been many different artistic practices (e.g. waves of institutional critique from feminist and postcolonial position, individual artistic interventions
in museum collections, etc.) that have instigated the revelation, extrapolation and
critique of internalised spectres from the past such as stereotypical racialised representations, unjustly and unlawfully acquired museum land and other property
such as art collections as well as individual art and cultural objects. This chapter
however focuses on the dialogical interventions and various registers of relations
between the artists and participants through discussing, reappropriating and restaging the objects created by the ex-prisoners that were incarcerated in now the closed
political prison Long Kash/Maze in Belfast (Transforming Long Kesh/Maze—Martin
Krenn and Aisling O’ Beirn). The objects and newly created images (photographs that
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were produced and named in collaboration between the artists and participants) thus
function as mediators of the newly established relations.
Participatory institutional critique and different models of artistic research and
co-production between artists and institutions which seem more appropriate for the
aims of making profound change in institutional and cultural policies regarding the
display of problematic objects and images, or their return and repatriation were taken on board in Dead Images—Tal Adler, Linda Fibiger, John Harris, Joan Smith, Anna
Szöke, Maria Teschler-Nicola). Remaining and burning questions include whether and
how to collect, reproduce, display and distribute sensitive, oblique and stereotypical
figurative representations or objects and/or images of human remains, witnesses’ testimonials and other evidence of contentious events. As well as how to include, within
the complex ongoing dialogues regarding sensitive representations, the participants
who might not have been informed by ongoing in-depth theoretical debates, but are
implicated in the destiny and future of some of the researched objects and phenomena.
The exhibition addresses the collaboration of artists with other experts—scientists
from different disciplines and fields researching various relevant and inter-connected phenomena—and other participants, implicated from the start of the production
and collection of images and objects, complicate the creative results of such cross-disciplinary research. While highlighting the relevance of triangulating the issues discussed in the framework of the collaborative research projects that deal with contentious phenomena, this chapter exemplifies different artistic strategies and decisions
around how to approach such sensitive tasks from appropriate ethical and aesthetical
perspectives. Moreover, this project addresses the dangers of hierarchisation between
ethics and aesthetics in the context of art.
CCP5 - TRACES. Transforming Long Kesh/Maze, Martin Krenn, Aisling O’Beirn, Love Nov 1971, 2018.
Photographic print of artefact. Materials: Brass hinges, carved mahogany, coloured photographs, Polaroid photograph, and velvet. Dimensions: 42 cm x 59.4 cm. Testimony and artefact courtesy of Alice
Harper, 50+ Group.
CCP5 - TRACES. Transforming Long Kesh/Maze, Martin Krenn, Aisling O’Beirn, Gauge 1980s, 2018.
Photographic print of artefact. Pump action blood pressure gauge, with mercury gauge and brown
cloth cuff housed in a pressed-metal clip-shut casing. Dimensions: 42 cm x 59.4 cm.
Testimony courtesy of republican contributor, artefact courtesy of The Eileen Hickey Irish Republican
History Museum, Belfast.
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Monumentomachia
Monumentomachia is an ongoing curatorial research dossier comprising work that I,
Suzana Milevska, conducted as Principal Investigator of the project TRACES. Made up
of different critical responses towards existing or newly proposed monuments, the
dossier contains contested perspectives of different communities. The aim of this archival research project is to discuss the reasons that led activists, curators, and artists
to address contentious events from the past and present in relation to the building
of monuments. The dossier encompasses various theoretical ideas from seminal texts
dedicated to preserving memory through monuments and memorials; as well as examples of artistic research and conceptual projects, videos, exhibition catalogues, research data, together with other visual and textual materials.22
Within this assembly, different theoretical and artistic concepts such as multidirectional memory or counter-monuments are reflected and compared with particular
focus on artistic projects which have prompted, extrapolated or developed further
concepts. Michael Rothberg, for example, makes a case, arguing against the commeasuring of and competition between different negative memories which set victims
against each other. Perhaps the concept of ‘multidirectional’ memory, which Rothberg
discussed in many different books and texts, could assist the conceptualisation of relations between cultural memory, contentiousness and shame:
While that endemic conflict plays a significant role in my analysis, my aim is a more general mapping of the range of forms that public memory can take in politically charged
situations. By mapping that discursive field, I arrive at a four-part distinction in which
multidirectional memories are located at the intersection of an axis of comparison (defined by a continuum stretching from equation to differentiation) and an axis of political
affect (defined by a continuum stretching from solidarity to competition—two complex,
composite affects). Although schematic, such a map can pro-vide orientation for an exploration of political imaginaries in an age of transcultural memory.23
Monumentomachia focuses on different models of critical and performative art practices through which contemporary artists have dealt with contentious cultural heritages of monuments. In this context, I want to argue that there could be no contentious heritage or contentious objects without taking into account the clashes between
various interests, desires and aspirations of individuals, groups, communities and
political bodies toward cultural heritage objects. In my view, it is urgent to shift the
discussion from objects of cultural heritage towards the contentious relations between subjects (e.g. producers, interpreters, institutions and other stakeholders of
cultural heritage) and objects (artworks, public art, monuments, vernacular objects,
architectural objects, etc.). Thus the title, Monumentomachia, is used to stress the reciprocal relations between objects of contention: monuments; and the subjects who
cause the contentiousness: citizens who interpret the monuments and have the right
to decide on what kinds of monuments will be installed in public space or to which
stage should the destroyed monuments be reconstructed in retrospect (as it is ques-

22 › The research project Monumentomachia was first presented by Suzana Milevska as a lecture and a pop-up
exhibition in the context of the international conference on artistic ’Alliances & Commonalities,’ UniArts, Stockholm,
October 25-27, 2018.
23 › Rothberg, “From Gaza to Warsaw,” 525-526.
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Azra Akšamija, Memory Matrix, 2016. Public space installation, participatory project series
Materials: chain-link fencing, scaffolding, 20,000 neon-green acrylic elements, theatre lighting,
participatory design workshops
Dimensions: pixels: 5 x 5 x 0.3 cm; structure: 9.5 x 10 x 3 m

Urban Sbjects (Sabine Bitter, Jeff Derksen and Helmut Weber), Research Without Guarantees,
(2004–ongoing), ongoing archive.
Contact sheets and images from the Archiv der Sozialen Bewegungen, Hamburg.

tioned in the project Memory Matrix—Azra Akšamija in which the artist and a team
of scientists from different fields propose a completely new way of ‘reconstructing’
the Palmyra Arch).
The dossier also includes an extensive case study of the Colourful Revolution in
Skopje—a three-month long period of protest during which Macedonian protestors
paint-balled the monuments and buildings built in the context of the Government’s
urbanist project Skopje 2014

The projects encompassed in the chapter Spaces Without Bodies contend with issues
related to spaces that have been implicated in conflicts or have been indiscernibly—
but inevitably modified, abandoned or entirely destroyed as a result of various social,
political or inter-ethnic conflicts. The subjects who originally inhabited these spaces
have either been the instigators of conflicting encounters or the spaces became gradually contested, forgotten or obliterated with time due to certain socio-political, economical or demographic changes.
This chapter thus addresses the phenomena of ‘guilty landscapes’ and ‘false memories’ while discussing the potentialities of artistic strategies for dealing with contested issues following the discussions about impossibility of representation of genocide, or calls for ‘representation without representation’.24 The chapter includes
artistic practices that raise awareness that space is less ‘innocent’ than it appears at
first sight and often works in reciprocal relation to the missing figures that once inhabited it. Some of the artistic research projects try to disclose and retrieve the loss
of multidirectional and contested collective memories. Moreover, they ponder the
ongoing antagonistic relations and eventually even the complicity of some communi-

ties in the process of disenfranchisement of certain individuals or social groups from
the common resources and territories.
Specific research methods and artistic media are employed to investigate existing archives or to create new ones and in that way critically reflect on the reasons for erasing or overwriting relevant collective memories within urban spaces. By addressing
various coercive acts and disputed historic events, and by focusing on the collision between the recalcitrant persons and the hegemonic structures of power, some of these
projects contemplate how to represent—if at all—concrete events in which the state
has clashed with the interests of various oppositional groups of citizens.
The widespread use of photographs as historical illustrations suggests that significant
events are those which can be pictured, and in a way, history takes on the character of
spectacle.25 However, just as important as the mostly figurative representations and
testimonials of the implicated subjects, are the spaces that form the ‘backdrops’ for
such events and clashes. If bodies and faces are not present in the final results, that
does not mean that such projects can not include the major participants of the events
referred to, through their indirect influence and, more importantly, through direct
democratic participation. Besides critiquing the monopolisation of public spaces and
the control of public memory inherited by these spaces, some of these artistic and
activist initiatives call for commoning. A commoning or reclaiming of the communal
spaces, urban structures and resources, as well as the control over the related representations and implicated discourses that had been undermined, hindered or even
appropriated for various ideological reasons, could unravel the hierarchies that privilege certain groups. The artistic means, methods and strategies here provide important indexical links that can reveal the hidden patterns and mechanisms within the
development of conflicts. This makes such strategies and calls urgent and relevant,
not only in the ethical context of socially engaged community projects, but also in the
aesthetical realms of art and culture.

24 › See, for example, the famous discussion about the impossibility of writing poetry after Auschwitz in: Theodor
Adorno, “Cultural Criticism and Society,” in Prisms (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1983) 17–34. See also footnote 9, and
the discussion about the French documentary Shoah (1985).

25 › Allan Sekula, “Reading an Archive: Photography between Labour and Capital,” in The Photography Reader, ed.
Liz Wells (London: Routledge, 2003), 448.

CHAPTER III: Spaces Without Bodies
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The rationale of this chapter is based on Edward Soja’s claim that the political implications of any public space are mostly hidden:
We must be insistently aware of how space can be made to hide consequences from us,
how relations of power and discipline are inscribed into apparently innocent spatiality of
social life, how human geographies become filled with politics and ideology.26
Inevitably, ‘space’ and ‘place’ require each other in order to be distinguished as such,
because space is considered to be a lifeless, abstract thing that can be transformed
into a place by people’s practices. Michel de Certeau considered ‘place’ to mean the
opposite of ‘space’, namely: an empty grid over which practice occurs, with space being what is created by practices of everyday life.27 The science of topology seeks certain properties of convergence, connectedness and continuity regarding the spaces
and objects (in algebra dubbed ‘topological spaces’) that are invariant (constant) upon
transformation. When looking at artworks that deal with acts of violence, coercion
and the rampant neo-liberal appropriation of every ‘available’ inch of territory, this
framework might provide us with certain clues about the seemingly fixed nature of
contested and contestable landscapes in socio-political and cultural terms and if it
is possible and how to change this in engaged, deliberative and democratic way. The
initiatives World Communal Heritage—Rena Rädle and Vladan Jeremić—as well as the
long-term activities and archive Research Without Guarantees of Austrian-Canadian
collective Urban Subjects—Sabine Bitter, Jeff Derksen, and Helmut Weber—are only
a few examples of exposing the invisible violence and contentiousness comprised in
urban spaces. While in the latter project the artistic and historic research of ‘militant
images’ and ‘spacial memories’ of spaces that ‘hosted’ protests against nuclear power
plants is combined with poetic discourse, in the former project the research is interwoven with activist calls for commoning and declaring as ‘world communal heritage’
the abandoned and undermined urban spaces.

CHAPTER IV: On Productive Shame
The chapter ‘On Productive Shame’ encompasses cross-disciplinary academic research, artistic projects and activist initiatives that question and criticise the socio-political, juridical and other systemic structures for enabling and still maintaining difficult cultural heritages. Within the framework of contentious cultural heritage
one can exemplify and interpret events, subjects/names, art and architecture objects,
images, or signs that have often been suppressed, forgotten or ignored because they
conceal certain shameful deeds or wrong-doings in the past. More importantly these
elements also allow a continuity of problematic legacies in present times, both in
denotative and connotative terms. The main assumption of this chapter is not only
that artistic research projects could reveal more or less evident stereotypical racialised representations of different proveniences, but that they might also prompt an
acknowledging or admitting of guilt and responsibility for past wrong-doings.
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Productive Shame as Agency
This chapter deals with the capacity of subjects to be ashamed and break with the
continuity of institutionalised racism through apology together with the changing of
systemic structures that have long enabled the continuity of racist and ethnic-based
hatred, as well as racial discrimination against people of colour, anti-Semitism, anti-Romaism, etc. This section also stresses the urgency of addressing these issues particularly when they are embedded and celebrated as cultural heritage. Therefore, the
aim of this chapter and ultimately of the project ‘Contentious Objects/Ashamed Subjects’ is to make complex and cross-referential links between certain shameful objects
and the subjects who are or should be ashamed.
For example, in the project Awkward Objects of Genocide, the team Erica Lehrer, Roma
Sendyka, Wojtek Wilczyk, Magdalena Zych explored the vernacular art created by
Polish self-thought artists that represented the Jewish Holocaust in figurative paintings, drawings and small objects during socialist times mainly without experiencing
the Holocaust’s horrors directly. The complex implications of the creation, display and
circulation of these contentious works (mainly stored in several museums’ storages
and private collections, but sometimes exhibited in different topical or academic research exhibitions) are manifold and difficult to encompass. Whose is the guilt for the
existence of such objects is even less relevant from the question how it is possible that
such objects are still commissioned and circulated: who needs their replication and
who might ‘enjoy’ looking at them.
Shame usually implies something negative: it has been linked mainly to personal traumatic experiences of loss, absence or lack. Shame stands both as a word for vulnerability through exposure, and for trying to conceal shameful parts.28 The term is thus inevitably related to representation and the gaze of the other. Furthermore, the complex
concept of ‘productive shame’ was proposed by Paul Gilroy in Postcolonial Melancholia
for the complex processes of coming to terms with ‘a grim colonial and imperial past.’29
Shame is particularly relevant for addressing the questions:
→→ How can one deal with the personal and collective memories of ‘paralysing guilt’
in the wake of dreadful atrocities and genocides?
→→ How can such negative experiences be transformed into ‘productive shame’ (not
only by the perpetrators, but also by the victims, witnesses and the people who
only indirectly received the circulated stories)?
Gilroy was profoundly invested in the question of how ‘to transform paralysing guilt
into a more productive shame that would be conducive to the building of a multicultural nationality that is no longer phobic about the prospect of exposure to either
strangers or otherness.’30 Entrusting shame with certain affirmative features, as Gilroy does, we see that it may comprise the potential for overcoming collective affects of
guilt. Emphasising ‘the painful obligations to work through the grim details of imperial and colonial history,’31 this chapter draws attention to collective shame as agency—capable of advancing an affirmative multicultural and decolonised society.

28 › Sara Ahmed, “The Politics of Bad Feeling,” Australian Critical Race and Whiteness Studies Association Journal 1
(2005): 76.
26 › Edward W. Soja, Postmodern Geographies: The Reassertion of Space in Critical Social Theory (London, New
York: Verso, 1989), 6.

29 › Gilroy, Postcolonial Melancholia, 99.

27 › Michel de Certeau, The Practice of Everyday Life, trans. Steven Rendall (Berkeley: University of California Press,
1984), 104.

31 › Ibid., 99-100.

30 › Ibid., 99.
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(T)RACE-ING LOUIS AGASSIZ: Artistic Renegotiations of Archive, Memory & Place—a
result of Sasha Huber’s collaboration with the campaign Demounting Louis Agassiz—
and Alfred Ullrich’s project On the Move including his campaign regarding the sign
‘LANDFAHRERPLATZ KEIN GEWERBE’ [Site for Travellers: No Trading], are examples
of artistic research projects that since their start have deployed activist strategies that
aim to induce productive and critical actions by the institutions being addressed. The
final outcomes might seem small: in Ullrich’s case the removal of the signs ‘LANDFAHRERPLATZ KEIN GEWERBE’ took place only in the municipality of Dachau; and
for Huber, although the initiative to rename the Agassizhorn—named after the Swiss
racist scientist Louis Agassiz—was discussed in the Swiss Parliament and the campaign received signatures from all around the world, the renaming never took place.
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2015 and in the long title of TRACES) if understood in an uncritical way.The content
of the projects presented in this context include problematic representations that are
often clandestine or not easy to detect and understand without supplementary information and in-depth interpretation. Additionally, some of these items of contention
and shame are not even recognisable as cultural heritage although they have been internalised as such, and have been contested only recently as a result of changes in
cultural, socio-political and economical contexts, community dynamics, etc.
The academic and artistic research strategies for challenging and contesting these
legacies range from revealing and stressing the concealed racist implications of the
production and distribution of existing images, objects or signs; to more complex attempts at initiating social change through long-term campaigns for the removal of
problematic signage from public spaces and the renaming of certain objects, even
mountains. The contesting and unlearning of traditional and homogenous definitions
of cultural heritage side by side with the exposing, extricating and decolonising of
unjustly and unlawfully acquired cultural heritages, museum collections and other
museum property, are some of the ways that prevent artistic research projects from
becoming yet another kind of ‘l’art pour l’art’ practice. The projects included in this
exhibition refuse to overlook urgent societal issues such are the struggles of feminism
against patriarchy,33 ongoing political conflicts, refugee crises, as well as environmental issues such as climate change and fracking. The artists call for ‘paying attention’
to questions that cannot be resolved merely through artistic research, but imply the
responsibility and engagement of the artist as citizen and political subject.34
Suzana Milevska

Sasha Huber, (T)RACE-ING LOUIS AGASSIZ Artistic Renegotiations of Archive, Memory and Place,
2008 -. An on-going archive consisting of various actions, interventions and artworks in collaboration with Demounting Louis Agassiz initiative.
An archive of documents/campaign letters.

Such projects however are examples of the ways in which artistic research can provoke substantial social awareness and ultimately break the unwritten agreements and
long-term silences regarding some difficult knowledge.
This chapter (and the entire exhibition) thus places the concept ‘productive shame’ in
opposition to conservative overidentification with the past reflected often in national
pride (a concept of cultural heritage which usually does not include racial, cultural
or sexual otherness).32 In this respect this particular exhibition chapter contests the
term ‘transmitting’ (that featured both in the Horizon 2020 call for projects issued in

32 › Suzana Milevska, “Shameful Objects, Apologising Subjects: On Participatory Institutional Critique and Productive
Shame,” conference paper in “Narrating Culture(s) in Museums and Exhibitions,” Leuphana University Lüneburg,
January 18-19, 2018 (publication forthcoming).

33 › Suzana Milevska, “Feminist Research in Visual Arts,” Art as a Thinking Process Visual Forms of Knowledge
Production, eds. Mara Ambrožič and Angela Vettese (Berlin and Venice: Sternberg Press and Università IUAV di
Venezia, 2013), 162-176.
34 › Martin Savransky, Isabelle Stengers, “Relearning the Art of Paying Attention: A Conversation,” SubStance, nol. 47,
no. 1, 2018 (Issue 145), 130-145.
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Solidarity Day
Azra Akšamija’s artistic and academic research highlights the significance of ethnic symbols as long-term cultural factors, and how they affect the global cultural flows in the creation of contemporary nations. In her multi-disciplinary practice, Akšamija investigates
the potency of art and architecture to facilitate the process of transformative mediation in cultural or political conflicts, and in so doing, provide a framework for researching, analysing, and intervening in contested socio-political realities. For example, in her doctoral dissertation, Akšamija examined
how Bosnian Muslims construct their identity through
Azra Akšamija. Sarajevo born artist and arthe lens of rebuilt or newly built mosques, following
chitectural historian. Currently she is Assisthe systematic destruction of religious architecture
tant Professor of the Arts at MIT’s Art, Culture
and Technology Program. In her Transculturduring the Bosnian War (1992-1995).
al Practice, Akšamija investigates representaAkšamija’s artistic work takes shape through various
tion of Islam in the West, nationalism in the
media, including clothing, video, performance, sculpBalkans, and the agency of culture in conflict.
Akšamija graduated from the Faculty of Architure, and new media. Her recent work focuses on the
tecture at the Technical University Graz, Ausrepresentation of Islamic identities in the West, spatial
tria in 2001, and received her M.Arch. from
mediation of identity politics, and cultural pedagogy
Princeton University, USA in 2004, and Ph.D.
from MIT in 2011.
through art and architecture.

The potency of art and
architecture to facilitate the
process of transformative
mediation in cultural or
political conflicts.

Her work has been widely published and exhibited in leading international venues and
was awarded the Honourable Mention at
the Sixth Graz Biennial on Media and Architecture in 2003. Prominent institutions and
festivals that exhibited her work include the
Generali Foundation Vienna (2002), the Valencia Biennial (2003), Gallery for Contemporary Art Leipzig (2003), the Liverpool Biennial
(2004), the Museum of Contemporary Art Zagreb (2005), the Sculpture Center New York
(2006), the Secession Vienna (2007), Manifesta 7 (2008), the Stroom The Hague (2009),
the Royal Academy of Arts London (2010), the
Jewish Museum Berlin (2011), and the Fondazione Giorgio Cini as a part of the 54th Art
Biennale in Venice. Recent exhibitions include
Queens Museum of Art, New York (2013), ifa
Gallery in Stuttgart and Berlin (2012), and curatorial projects such as the exhibition ‘Interior View’ South-Eastat the Vorarlberg Architecture Institute in Dornbirn, Austria (2013).
She received the prestigious Aga Khan Award
for Architecture in 2013.

In 2012, Akšamija co-founded the international platform CULTURESHUTDOWN.NET, through which artists and academics network and lobby to raise global
awareness of the problems with cultural heritage in
Bosnia-Herzegovina. CULTURESHUTDOWN.NET organised the global campaign to inform local and international publics of the ongoing cultural crisis of the country’s
seven major museums. The crisis was caused by the closing of museum doors to the public due to the unresolved legal status and financing issues of these institutions. For example, on October 4, 2012, the National Museum Bosnia-Herzegovina
was closed to public for the first time in its 124 years of existence. Six other state-level
institutions in Sarajevo, including the National Art Gallery as well as the National and
University Library were also on the verge of shutting their doors.

Azra Akšamija, Solidarity Day, Participatory photography, dimensions variable, 2013, Campaign
with CULTURESHUTDOWN.NET platform, including 250 cultural institutions from over forty
countries. Courtesy of CULTURESHUTDOWN.NET.

In 2013, Akšamija conceived the global campaign entitled Solidarity Day, launched
through an open call that was virally distributed with the support of CULTURESHUTDOWN.NET and international organisations such as CIMAM and ICOM. The campaign
aimed to involve various art institutions around the globe in finding a solution to this
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urgent issue. The intervention of Solidarity Day relocated opportunities for cultural
renewal in post-national societies from the closed doors of bureaucracies to the museum and public itself.
Solidarity Day was one of Akšamija’s most encompassing curatorial and activist projects that she conceived and co-organised with members of the civic platform CULTURESHUTDOWN.NET. The platform in a way helped reframe the neoliberal master
narrative through which this crisis has been approached, revealing its political causes. Over 250 cultural institutions from over forty countries on five continents took
part. They all accepted the artist’s proposal to ‘cross out’ their entrances and work(s)
in their collections with yellow barricade tape for one day. Human-sized banners featuring photographs from this global action are still exhibited on the facades of the
affected institutions in Sarajevo.

Azra Akšamija, Solidarity Day, Participatory photography (details), dimensions variable, 2013,
Campaign with CULTURESHUTDOWN.NET platform, including 250 cultural institutions from over
forty countries. Courtesy of CULTURESHUTDOWN.NET.
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Absence as Heritage
The objective of CCP1 was to explore the built heritage of the synagogue and local Jewish
spaces and the documentary heritage of the archives, library, and other community objects
by developing participatory art projects and exhibition materials and in this way to
encourage the local population to engage with its Jewish history and heritage.
Though the Jewish community was subject to violence and anti-Semitic legislation
during World War II, there were no mass deportations or killings in Mediaș. The vast
majority of the Jewish community emigrated during
the 1950s and 1960s; there has been no active comCCP1 | Absence as Heritage – Răzvan Anmunity for many decades. Within the cityscape Jewton, Julie Dawson, Alexandra Toma. CCP1 Abish spaces appear abandoned or invisible, in collective
sence as Heritage is based in Mediaș, Romania, a small town in southern Transylvania.
memory the Jewish role in local history is neglected,
CCP1 members are Răzvan Anton (Cluj), visual
downplayed, or simply ignored. CCP1 carried out its
artist and lecturer at Cluj University of Art and
primary work over the course of summer residencies,
Design and artist at the contemporary arts
space Fabrica de Pensule; Julie Dawson (Vi2016-2018. Each residency period concluded with a
enna), researcher for Leo Baeck Institute for
public exhibition and accompanying event, which inGerman-Jewish History; and Alexandra Toma
cluded workshops, tours of the synagogue and/or ar(Mediaș), on-site administrator and project
manager. The organisational administration
chives and library, and concerts of Yiddish song or hazwas performed by local NGO Hosman Durazenut (cantorial music).
bil. The work of CCP1 takes place at the Casa

Encourage the local
population to engage with
its Jewish history and
heritage.

CCP1 - TRACES. Children hang up artwork after a workshop with Răzvan Anton, 2017. Photo by
Julie Dawson.

de lângă Sinagogă (the house next to the synagogue), a multi-functional space comprising
the Jewish community archives, library, tapestries collection, offices, atelier and gallery
spaces, the synagogue and spacious parklike courtyard. Anton and Dawson held joint
two-month residencies during the summers
of 2017 and 2018; in 2016 Anton held a solo
two-month residency.
This Creative Co-production ensues from
the research project TRACES - Transmitting
Contentious Cultural Heritages with the Arts.
From Intervention to Co-Production, which
has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 Research and Innovation
Programme.

The exhibition material was developed over the course
of the summer residency and stemmed primarily from
the local archives and library, with a focus on micro-historical perspectives, personal narratives, and exploring
methods of visually representing documentary sources or
written and spoken narratives.
The team strove to incorporate participatory elements in the exhibitions as well as to
emphasise the intimate and the personal. Over the course of the two-month summer
residencies, the researcher, artist, and site administrator were in constant dialogue
with one another, working side by side daily, with the boundaries of responsibilities
often blurred. Though in principle the researcher oversaw text and narrative development of the exhibitions, the artist developed design strategies and visual images,
and the administrator saw to the day-to-day minutiae of site operations and event
organisation, in practice all three parties worked in all of these areas at various points
in time. The discovery of one was taken up by another; ideas, impressions, experiences were exchanged and pondered and the resulting exhibition materials are true
collaborations with all parties involved at some point in all stages of the development.
Beyond the exhibitions, workshops using archival images and sun-printing were held
each summer with groups ranging from under-privileged children to Romanian art
students to German university students.
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CCP1 - TRACES. 'Fading Studies,' accumulative sunprints created by Răzvan Anton, 2016–2018.
Photo by Răzvan Anton.

The first summer concluded with the exhibition ‘Fading Studies’ by Răzvan Anton
of works based on archival images from the Jewish archives of Mediaș and Cluj,
sun-printed in the courtyard, as well as an interactive multi-media installation Mediaș
Jewish Jukebox combining archival images with audio and video recordings of secular
sheet music found in the synagogue.
Summer 2017 concluded with the opening of the exhibition ‘Liminal Portraits: Stories
from the Margins’ which combined a community narrative from World War II, recorded
by the daughter of the community butcher, with sun-prints created by Anton. The sunprints focused on doodles and notes made in the margins of community prayer books.
Finally, the joint-residency period of 2018 concluded with an oral histories exhibition
‘“… but we brought it back…”: Objects, Paths, Stories’ and the display of the collective
group of artwork created by Anton from images in the archives, library, and tapestries
collection, over the course of the three years.
CCP1 - TRACES. First panel of the exhibition ‘Liminal Portraits: Stories from the Margins’; sunprint
by Răzvan Anton, 2017. Photo by Răzvan Anton.
CCP1 - TRACES. Visitors pour over a town map with Jewish homes in 1940, ‘Liminal Portraits: Stories from the Margins,’ 2017. Photo by Julie Dawson.

CCP1 - TRACES. Poster for the exhibition ‘“...
but we brought it back...”: Objects, Paths,
Stories,’ 2018. Photo by Răzvan Anton.
Room 1, ‘“... but we brought it back...”: Objects, Paths, Stories,’ 2018. Photo by Răzvan Anton.
Room 2, ‘“... but we brought it back...”: Objects, Paths, Stories,’ 2018.
Photo by Răzvan Anton.
Visitors listen to and read oral histories in the
exhibition ‘“... but we brought it back...”: Objects, Paths, Stories,’ 2018. Photo by Răzvan Anton.
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Casting of Death
Challenging the artist’s role as a producer and facilitator in heritage-making
The Casting of Death was the first systematic research on the topic of death masks in
Slovenia. The team contacted 127 public cultural institutions throughout Slovenia and
collected data on 104 death masks of 61 different personalities. They published the
data in the Casting of Death database developed by the national Institute of Contemporary History, which will also maintain the database in
the future.
CCP3 | Casting of Death – Domestic ReCCP3 developed a set of internal and public working
search Society (Damijan Kracina, Alenka Pirsituations. The internal situation included interdisciman, Jani Pirnat) with collaborators Marko
Jenko, Janez Polajnar, Marijan Rupert. The
plinary working sessions, data collecting and depot visCasting of Death research focused on the
its, field research on contemporary casting practices,
death mask-casting practice fashionable
hybrid records, and relevant workshops.
predominantly in the 19th and 20th cenSince the very beginning of the research, however,
CCP3 also designed and produced a series of platforms,
open to the public (a blog as a common publishing and
dissemination tool, an open access online database, a
public press conference and a research exhibition).
These platforms were structured and used as conventional formats, yet remained open, as they constituted
the research itself and enabled communication with
different audiences. The team sought to avoid a mere
representational type of event. Thus CCP3 has succeeded in involving museum curators, librarians, journalists, the academic and contemporary art audience
as well as the general public on a national level.

What is the artist’s role in the
affirmation of national
identity through the practice
of casting death masks?

CCP3 - TRACES. Casting of Death. The most copied death mask in Slovenia belongs to Ivan Cankar,
a writer (1876–1918). Domestic Research Society, 2018.

turies for the purpose of building national
identities through a public veneration of exceptional cultural figures. The Domestic Research Society (Damijan Kracina, Alenka Pirman, and Jani Pirnat) established a creative
co-production team, involving art historian and documentalist Maruša Kocjančič,
ethnographer Blaž Bajič, academic sculptor
and death mask-maker Viktor Gojkovič, literary comparatist and librarian Marijan Rupert from the National and University Library
(NUK), art historian and curator Marko Jenko
from the Museum of Modern Art (MG), historian and curator of intangible heritage Janez Polajnar from the City Museum of Ljubljana (MGML), historian Andrej Pančur from the
Institute of Contemporary History (ICH) and
volunteers from the Red Cross Ljubljana. The
team’s task was to research and develop innovative formats for engaging the public and
presenting the topic.
The Domestic Research Society is an artistic
and curatorial collective involved in collaborative and interdisciplinary research that enables the development of innovative approaches in contemporary art by actually addressing
and involving a broader audience. It was established in 2004 in Ljubljana (Slovenia).
This Creative Co-production ensues from
the research project TRACES - Transmitting
Contentious Cultural Heritages with the Arts.
From Intervention to Co-Production, which
has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 Research and Innovation
Programme.

What is the artist’s role in the affirmation of national
identity through the practice of casting death masks?
The Casting of Death research showed that the death
masks found in Slovenian heritage institutions belong predominantly to artists. A face of a famous deceased artist: ‘a cultural saint’ was cast by a famous
artist (a respected and trusted master of the craft) and
is now researched by the artists/anthropologists.
The Domestic Research Society’s research has revived public awareness of the death
masks-casting practice and shown that this allegedly anachronistic technique is still alive.
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Deriving from the theory of ‘cultural saints’1 the artists acknowledge the danger of
the potential recuperation of their research.
Domestic Research Society2 and the creative co-production team (CCP3)
The Casting of Death research focused on the death mask-casting practice fashionable
predominantly in the 19th and 20th centuries for the purpose of building national
identities through a public veneration of exceptional cultural figures. The Domestic
Research Society established a creative co-production team, involving art historian
and documentalist Maruša Kocjančič, ethnographer Blaž Bajič, academic sculptor
and death mask-maker Viktor Gojkovič, literary comparatist and librarian Marijan
Rupert from the National and University Library (NUK), art historian and curator
Marko Jenko from the Museum of Modern Art (MG), historian and curator of intangible heritage Janez Polajnar from the City Museum of Ljubljana (MGML), historian Andrej Pančur from the Institute of Contemporary History (ICH) and volunteers
from the Red Cross Ljubljana. The team’s task was to research and develop innovative
formats for engaging the public and presenting the topic.
English editing and proofreading by Jana Renée Wilcoxen

CCP3 - TRACES. The CCP3 network and collaboration chart (the socalled ‘pizza chart’), Domestic Research Society, 2018.

1 › Marijan Dović and Jón Karl Helgason, National Poets, Cultural Saints: Canonization and Commemorative Cults of
Writers in Europe (Leiden and Boston: Brill, 2016). http://cultural-saints.zrc-sazu.si/en/
2 › Domestic Research Society: http://ddr.si/en/category/projects/casting-of-death/, info@ddr.si.

Open platforms – conventional presentation formats
(exhibition, press conference, public talk, online
database, media coverage...), designed as nonrepresentative, non-spectacular communication events,
and performed during the research as its constitutive
parts; a series of open platforms on different scales
involving specific or larger audiences, seeking feedback and serving as a public trial of the research’s
provisional outcomes.
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CCP3 - TRACES. A group portrait of 60 different death masks* according to the depicted people’s
professions. Domestic Research Society, 2018.

*Death masks are kept in the collections of the following institutions: Akademija za gledališče, radio, film in televizijo (photo: Archive CTF UL AGRFT), Belokranjski muzej Metlika, Cankarjev dom,
Dolenjski muzej Novo mesto, Festival Velenje – Galerija Velenje, Goriški muzej Kromberk (photo: Fototeka Goriškega muzeja), Knjižnica Mirana Jarca Novo mesto, Koroška osrednja knjižnica dr.
Franca Sušnika, Loški muzej Škofja Loka, Medobčinska splošna knjižnica Žalec, Medobčinski muzej
Kamnik, Mestna knjižnica Ljubljana (Slovanska knjižnica), Mestni muzej Krško, Moderna galerija,
Muzej in galerije mesta Ljubljane (photo: Matevž Paternoster and Archive MGML), Muzej novejše
zgodovine Slovenije, Narodna galerija, Narodna in univerzitetna knjižnica, Narodni muzej Slovenije
(photo: Photo documentation NMS), Pokrajinski muzej Celje, Pokrajinski muzej Maribor, Pokrajinski muzej Ptuj – Ormož (photo: Boris Farič), Slovenska akademija znanosti in umetnosti, Slovenski
gledališki inštitut, Studia slovenica, Tolminski muzej (photo: Marko Grego), Zavod Ivana Cankarja
za kulturo, šport in turizem Vrhnika (Cankarjeva spominska hiša).
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Dead Images
The Dead Images project is an exploration of the complex and contentious legacy of
two collections held at the anthropology department of the Natural History Museum
in Vienna. One collection consists of over 40,000 human skulls. Housed within this
collection is a second collection of over 50,000 anthropological photographs. Through
multidisciplinary research, a travelling exhibition, an education programme and
public events, the Dead Images project reflects on the ethical, scientific and political
implications of this and other similar collections and
of their display.
The main goal of the Dead Images project was to initiate
an inclusive and critical public discussion about collections
of human remains kept in European institutions. Additionally, the project developed methods to encourage
processes of change within institutions that keep, research and/or display human remains.
Most of these collections are kept hidden from the
public eye and only come into view as controversies
around the retention and repatriation of specific
skulls emerge and gather attention. The taking and
keeping of skulls as ‘specimens’ is, however, a matter
of great concern both to the curatorial and scientific
communities and communities of descendants, many
from outside Europe.
To address these concerns and enfold them into our
work so as to constitute a critical and ethical interrogation of these collections, CCP4 developed the Dead
Images project around the concept multiperspectivity.
Specifically, the four axes of multiperspectivity formed
the framework of the project and governed our artistic,
scientific and dissemination methods:
1.
2.
3.
4.

CCP4 - TRACES. A selection of a few of the feedback cards left by visitors to the ‘Dead Images’ exhibition at the Edinburgh College of Art. Photo by Tal Adler.

affected communities’ perspectives;
reflexive perspectives;
audiences’ perspectives;
historical perspectives.

CCP4 | Dead Images – Tal Adler, Linda Fibiger, John Harris, Joan Smith, Anna Szöke,
Maria Teschler-Nicola. The Dead Images project started in 2009 when Tal Adler (artist and
researcher, currently at the Humboldt University of Berlin) encountered the skull collection at the NHM Vienna for the first time
and when it received the first funding by the
Austrian Science Fund in 2011. In 2013 a follow-up funding was secured and Anna Szöke
(art historian and researcher, currently at the
Humboldt University of Berlin) joined the project. In 2016 it became a part of the project
TRACES and was joined by Linda Fibiger (Senior Lecturer in Human Osteoarchaeology,
University of Edinburgh), John Harries (Senior Teaching Fellow in Social Anthropology,
University of Edinburgh); Joan Smith (Artist,
Printmaker and head of Art, Edinburgh College of Art); and Maria Teschler-Nicola (former director of the Anthropological Department of the Vienna Natural History Museum).
Around the preparation of the exhibition in
Edinburgh, CCP4 was later joined by: Ola
Wojtkiewicz (art historian and educational
assistant for Dead Images), Aglaja Kempinski (social anthropologist and ethnographer
with Dead Images); Callum Fisher (ErasmusPlus Intern at CARMAH), Harriet Merrow (MA
student at the Institute for Human Ethnology,
Humboldt University of Berlin), and Hayley
Whittingham (MA student at the Edinburgh
College of Art and Intern). Francesca Lanz
and Jacopo Leveratto (Department of Architecture and Urban Studies, Politecnico of Milano) developed the design for the exhibition
in Edinburgh.

This Creative Co-production ensues from
1.
the research project TRACES - Transmitting
Dead Images research team created a list of individuals
Contentious Cultural Heritages with the Arts.
From Intervention to Co-Production, which
and groups who are affected by, are involved in, or have
has received funding from the European Uninterests in being involved in discussing the implicaion’s Horizon 2020 Research and Innovation
tions and fate of collections of human remains, both
Programme.
generally and specifically in reference to the collection
held at the Natural History Museum of Vienna. The list
was used as a filter through which we examined our
artistic strategies and our research, exhibition and dissemination design. Five films edited from interviews with people from this list formed
the main part of the exhibition and its accompanying education programme.
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Presenting and participating in the Dead Images conference

Question and problematise
through interview questions:

Participation in Dead Images workshops

Different positions represented within CCP4 members

Modes of participation

Communities'
Perspectives

Input through social and professional networks

The display of the skull cabinet panorama
The shooting of the skull cabinet panorama

Reflexive
Perspectives

Ethics of display, art, photography & science
Blind spots, problematic practices in contemporary anthropology

Input through public presentations, conferences, etc
'Off camera' discussions during the interview shooting

Panorama

Dead Images
Multiple Perspectives

filmed interviews
On contentious of collections of human remains

.

Warning signs for the panorama and 'Dark Room' installations

At the exhibition

Screening the film PHOTOGRAPH in front of the entrance to the panorama installation

On contentious collections of anthropological photography
On colonialism, genocide, scientific racism, historical injustice

On ancestors in collection, repatriation, activism

Discussing ethical dilemmas of provenance to the 'Biographies Tour' groups
Input through discussions at guided tours

'Dark Room'
installation

Input through discussions at dedicated workshops
'Biographies Tours' at the exhibition

On scientific implications of human remains

Restricting the entrance to the panorama installation

'DARKROOM' film about the contentious heritage of photography
'Behind the scenes' film of setting up the interviews

Input as conference audience
Provenance research on the ancestors in the collection

On mortuary practices, culture, 'culture vs science'
Input as answers left on wall-cards
On the Dead Images panorama, ethics of display, ethics of CCP4
Input through anonymous feedback cards

Exhibition Audiences
Perspectives

On display of human remains, museum ethics, museum education

Historical research on the collectors and scientists

Historical
perspectives

Research on the heritage of the photographic collection
Historical research on collection and research practices

Input left as notes on 'Unfinished Library'
Interview questions on colonialism, genocide, scientific racism, historical injustice
Input through social media

CCP4 - TRACES. A sketch of the conceptual structure of the Dead Images project, through the ‘Multiple perspectives’ model. Elaboration by Tal Adler.

2.
The exhibition presented the skull-cabinet panorama in a restricted area, at the back
side of the space, marked by clear warning signs. Before a visitor entered that area
they had the opportunity to spend time with the video installation that problematises
and contextualises the panorama. The film PHOTOGRAPH, screened next to the entrance to the panorama space, questioned whether the panorama should have been
exhibited and whether visitors should actually walk in to see it. Triggered not only
by the difficult heritage of anthropological research but also by the entanglement of
photography with the history of scientific racism, the Dead Images exhibition was designed to enable a participatory and multi-vocal interrogation of the ethics of display
and so was transformed into ‘an exhibition that questions itself.’
3.
The team solicited and engaged with visitors’ responses and perspectives through an
education programme that included discussions with visitors in several workshops
and guided tours, the completion of hundreds of anonymous feedback cards, and responses to some core questions that visitors were encouraged to write or draw onto
big sheets of white-card fixed to the walls of the ‘info lounge.’ In addition, a CCP4
representative was always present at the exhibition, initiating and documenting discussions with visitors.
4.
The exhibition incorporated a series of textual documents referring to what we can
(and cannot) know about the identities of some of the people whose skulls appear in
the panorama. In these biographies and in some of the filmed interviews we have also
referred to the biographies of the skull collectors and scientists. The film DARKROOM
concentrated on the difficult heritage of the photographic collection of the Anthropology Department of the Natural History Museum of Vienna that is embedded within
the skull cabinet.

The Dead Images project reflects on the
ethical, scientific and political implications
of this and other similar collections and
of their display.

Dead Images was conceived through multiple perspectives, acquired through years of discussions
and interviews. The list of people whose words and ideas shaped this work is too extensive and beyond description. However, particularly significant are the people filmed for the videos presented
in the exhibition.
List of interviewees: Phramaha Anusak (Wat Buddhavihara Monastery / Thai Buddhist Temple, Berlin,
Germany), Margit Berner (Anthropology department, Natural History Museum Vienna, Austria), Sabine Eggers (Anthropology department, Natural History Museum Vienna, Austria), Linda Fibiger (Human Osteoarchaeology, University of Edinburgh, UK), Mike Fletcher (Honouring the Ancient Dead,
UK), Rabbi Karen Fox (Hebrew Union College, Los Angeles, USA), Te Herekiekie Haerehuka Herewini
(repatriation manager, Museum of New Zealand Te Papa Tongarewa), June Jones (Biomedical Ethics, University of Birmingham), Natasha Kanapé Fontaine (poet and actress, Montréal, Canada), Israel Kaunatjike (Völkermord verjährt nicht!, Berlin, Germany), Christian Koeberl (director general &
CEO, Natural History Museum Vienna, Austria), Jani Kuhnt Saptodewo (curator, Weltmuseum Vienna, Austria), Sarah Levitt (Honouring the Ancient Dead, UK), Stephanie Mach (University of Pennsylvania Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology, USA), Laura Peers (curator, Pitt Rivers Museum,
University of Oxford, UK), Wolfgang Reichmann (photographer, Anthropology department, Natural
History Museum Vienna, Austria), James Riding In (American Indian Studies, Arizona State University, USA), France Rivet (author, Gatineau, Quebec, Canada), Maria Teschler-Nicola (Anthropology
department, Natural History Museum Vienna, Austria), Wichian Thong Thaimany (Wat Buddhavihara Monastery / Thai Buddhist Temple, Berlin, Germany), Alexander Urosevic (author, Vienna, Austria), Karin Wiltschke-Schrotta (Anthropology department, Natural History Museum Vienna, Austria).
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CCP4 - TRACES. Part of the video installation of the ‘Dead Images’ exhibition at the Edinburgh College of Art, June-August 2018. Photo by Tal Adler.

CCP4 - TRACES. Recording interviews with:
Jams Riding In, film-still from the film PHOTOGRAPH. Photo by Tal Adler.
Te Herekiekie Haerehuka Herewini, film-still from the video RETURN. Photo by Tal Adler.
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CCP4 - TRACES. Tal Adler capturing 120 sections of the ‘skulls cabinet’ at the Natural History Museum of Vienna for the multi-perspective panorama, 2012. Photo by Mich'ael Zupraner.
CCP4 - TRACES. Recording an interview with Laura Peers, film-still from the video CULTURE.
Photo by Tal Adler.
CCP4 - TRACES. A part of the DARKROOM video installation. Photo by Tal Adler.
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Transforming Long kesh/Maze
Informed by archaeologist Laura McAtackney’s work on the material culture of Long
Kesh Maze with particular focus on her concept of the ‘distributed self’ from her key
text on the prison, An Archaeology of the Troubles,1 we devised and employed three
principal dialogical methods for working with a diverse range participants who had
first-hand experience of the prison. Our methods, taking the prison’s material culture
as catalytic starting point entailed restaging (whilst occasionally repairing), reappropriation and retelling. The aim was to avoid negatively
dwelling on the past or the reiteration of previously reCCP5 | Transforming Long Kesh/Maze hearsed and ideologically overdetermined narratives.
Martin Krenn, Aisling O’Beirn. Martin Krenn,
This methodology evolved over a long but necessary
born 1970, is an artist, artistic researcher
and curator who teaches at the Universiperiod of identifying, contacting and engaging with
ty of Applied Arts Vienna. Krenn eceived an
potential participants supported by contacts from and
M.A. (Mag. Art.) from the University of Apsubsequent interdisciplinary dialogues with McAtplied Arts Vienna in 1997. He was awarded
a PhD by Ulster University in 2016. In 2017,
ackney. It was based on being responsive to particihe was awarded the Venia Docendi in “Art
pant sensitives whilst being congnisent of the ongoing
and Communication Practices” at the Unibackground of political stagnation.
versity of Applied Arts Vienna. Krenn works
Firstly we worked with all participants to photographically restage objects from the prison, which
they made, own, or are caretaking for the future.
With participants playing an active role in the task
of image making, each object was placed in a mobile photo-studio whilst a draft of the accompanying
statement, outlining their relationship to the object,
was recorded. The ‘naming process’ was spontaneous as participants were then asked to title and date
the respective artefact, for a label made on site with
a small portable labelling machine. The label was
placed within the image frame, before photographing
the object. Thus, naming became as integral as the object to the restaging process.
The next method, reappropriation, addresses lost objects and images and was tailored to point to the temporal nature of remaining prison artefacts and the
time limits on first hand testimony. We employed materials and methods traditionally used in making prison art to create new artefacts which echo participant
testimonies.
The third method, retelling, is based on a long-term collaboration with the 50+ Group. This group of women
meet weekly under the umbrella of Tar Anall, an organCCP5 - TRACES. Martin Krenn and Aisling O’Beirn, postcard showing The Bully Bully Bus, realised
as part of the project Transforming Long Kesh/Maze.
Martin Krenn and Aisling O’Beirn and the 50+Group, The Bully Bully Bus, 2018.
Materials: Card, glue lollipop sticks, paper tape, wood, and varnish.
Object dimensions: 50 cm x 30 cm x 30 cm
Testimony courtesy of the 50+ Group. Artefact made by the 50+ group with Krenn and O’ Beirn.

1 › Laura McAtackney, An Archaeology of the Troubles: The Dark Heritage
of Long Kesh/Maze Prison (Oxford, United Kingdom, and New York: Oxford
University Press, 2014: 244-265), 229.

with various types of media, especially text,
photography, and video. Most of his work
in public space takes the form of social
sculpture. His key area of interest lies in the
strained relationships between art and society. By consistently expanding the field of
art, he tries to initiate discussions about sociopolitical topics and challenge conventional thinking. His work has been shown
at numerous international exhibitions and
festivals.
Aisling O’Beirn (born 1968) is an artist
based in Belfast and an Associate Lecturer
in Sculpture at Ulster University. Her interdisciplinary work explores the relationship
between politics and place. She examines
space and place as physical structures and
political entities by making and animating
forms relating to observed and theoretical structures being studied by contemporary astronomers and physicists. Her work
takes various forms, including installation,
sculpture, animations and site-specific projects. Dialogue is key to her practice, which
has been facilitated by Armagh Observatory, Dunsink Observatory and The Centre for
Astronomy NUIG, Galway. Aisling has exhibited nationally and internationally. She
was included in Northern Ireland’s first participation in the 51st Venice Biennale. www.
aislingobeirn.com
This Creative Co-production ensues from
the research project TRACES - Transmitting
Contentious Cultural Heritages with the
Arts. From Intervention to Co-Production,
which has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 Research and
Innovation Programme.
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isation dedicated to the welfare of republican ex-prisoners and their families. These
women were politically active whilst also visiting republican prisoner relatives. We not
only photographed their extensive private collections of artefacts using the restaging
method, but the group also made new objects with us. They employed methods traditionally used by prisoners as a way to testify their experience of prison visits, thus retelling an ‘other’ story of Long Kesh/Maze from their unique female visitor perspective.

The aim was to avoid negatively dwelling
on the past or the reiteration of
previously rehearsed and
ideologically overdetermined narratives.

CCP5 - TRACES. Martin Krenn and Aisling O’Beirn, photoshoot of artefacts from the private collection of Simon Bridge former member of the Board of Visitors, Paragon Studios, Belfast, 7th April
2017.
CCP5 - TRACES. Martin Krenn and Aisling O’Beirn, photograph from 50+ Workshops. Work on H
Block, cladding with matchsticks, 16th August 2017.
Next page: CCP5 - TRACES. Martin Krenn and Aisling O’Beirn, work in progress on Message 1981?
in Aisling’s studio, salvaged velvet lined drawer, panel pins, white fishing gut, and chalk, 15th
June 2017.
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01. CCP5 - TRACES. Martin Krenn and Aisling O’Beirn, Thankfully Never Used 1976-2000, 2018. Photographic print of artefact.
Description: Stainless steel whistle on a chain with buttonhole clasp. ‘Made in England’ embossed on whistle barrel.
Dimensions: 42 cm x 59.4 cm.
Testimony and artefact courtesy of Phil Holland, former prison officer.
02. CCP5 - TRACES. Martin Krenn and Aisling O’Beirn, Father 1995, 2018. Photographic print of artefact.
Materials: Lollipop sticks, matchsticks, tobacco tin, paint, and varnish.
Dimensions: 42 cm x 59.4 cm.
Testimony courtesy of David Stitt, loyalist ex-prisoner, artefact courtesy of the Andy Tyrie Interpretive Centre.
03-04. CCP5 - TRACES. Martin Krenn and Aisling O’Beirn, Dixie Mid 1970s, 2018. Photographic print of artefact.
Description: Pressed stainless steel food tray with three compartments.
Dimensions: 42 cm x 59.4 cm.
Testimony courtesy of republican exprisoner, artefact courtesy of The Eileen Hickey Irish Republican History Museum, Belfast.
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Memory Matrix
The Memory Matrix is a temporary monument in a continuous process of building and dismantling. The project questions the ethics of preservation through experiments in future heritage creation, particularly in times of war. The piece deploys over 20,000 small
fluorescent Plexiglas elements, or ‘pixels,’ that are laser cut and incised with outlines
of vanished and threatened global heritage sites. These outlines are designed in participatory transcultural workshops and produced using digital fabrication techniques. The
Memory Matrix takes shape through different constellations in various locations. The pixels in each project’s
Azra Akšamija. Sarajevo born artist and ariteration are assembled so as to create fragmentary imchitectural historian. Currently she is Assisages responding to site-specific concerns.
tant Professor of the Arts at MIT’s Art, Culture
The project aims to enhance our understanding of common global cultural heritage through contemporary
art, created through collaborations between students,
artists, and innovators across contested cultural territories. With this project, the artist Azra Akšamija collaborates with local communities in various sites to
build new monuments against this crisis. The Memory
Matrix aims to build empathy towards the loss of cultural heritage and promote a discussion about the ethics of preservation and cultural interventions in times
of conflict and crisis. In the context of cultural heritage
preservation during war, the Memory Matrix endorses
the use of technology to form educational exchanges and
foster solidarity between those who have been stripped
of their homes, culture, history, and identities.

The project questions the
ethics of preservation
through experiments in
future heritage creation,
particularly in times of war.

Azra Akšamija, Memory Matrix, 2016.
Public space installation, participatory project series.
Materials: chain-link fencing, scaffolding, 20,000 neon-green acrylic elements, theatre lighting,
participatory design workshops.
Dimensions: pixels: 5 x 5 x 0.3 cm; structure: 9.5 x 10 x 3 m.

and Technology Program. In her Transcultural Practice, Akšamija investigates representation of Islam in the West, nationalism in the
Balkans, and the agency of culture in conflict.
Akšamija graduated from the Faculty of Architecture at the Technical University Graz, Austria in 2001, and received her M.Arch. from
Princeton University, USA in 2004, and Ph.D.
from MIT in 2011.
Her work has been widely published and exhibited in leading international venues and
was awarded the Honourable Mention at
the Sixth Graz Biennial on Media and Architecture in 2003. Prominent institutions and
festivals that exhibited her work include the
Generali Foundation Vienna (2002), the Valencia Biennial (2003), Gallery for Contemporary Art Leipzig (2003), the Liverpool Biennial
(2004), the Museum of Contemporary Art Zagreb (2005), the Sculpture Center New York
(2006), the Secession Vienna (2007), Manifesta 7 (2008), the Stroom The Hague (2009),
the Royal Academy of Arts London (2010), the
Jewish Museum Berlin (2011), and the Fondazione Giorgio Cini as a part of the 54th Art
Biennale in Venice. Recent exhibitions include
Queens Museum of Art, New York (2013), ifa
Gallery in Stuttgart and Berlin (2012), and curatorial projects such as the exhibition ‘Interior View’ South-Eastat the Vorarlberg Architecture Institute in Dornbirn, Austria (2013).
She received the prestigious Aga Khan Award
for Architecture in 2013.

Some of the major research questions regarding reconstruction of destroyed heritage are: what is being restored, by whom, to which ends?
The first iteration of the Memory Matrix—Palmyra Arch took place at Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT). The Plexiglas pixels were hung on scaffolding and border
fences to create a three-dimensional anamorphic image of the recently destroyed Arch
of Triumph from the ancient Semitic city of Palmyra, UNESCO World Heritage Site. This
great city developed at the crossroads of several civilizations in the Syrian desert and its
monuments embody transcultural heritage. The Palmyra Arch of Triumph was built in
the third century for Emperor Septimius Severus and was destroyed by ISIL in October
2015, although some remains are still present.
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The collaborative making process, which involved students across the MIT campus,
references MIT founder William Barton Roger’s political role in the American nuclear
disarmament, as well as the MIT ethos of a connected campus that promotes collaboration. The Memory Matrix critiques the use of the mediated images of destruction, which
were produced as a weapon: the arch only becomes visible through the movement of the
spectator, and when animated by light and wind.
Given that Palmyra was a ruin before this most recent destruction by ISIL, the question here is what it means to restore a destroyed ruin to another state of ruin. Is this
about defying ISIL, Ruskinian appreciation of ruins, or the reclaiming of Western heritage paradigms? The other aspect to be considered in this discussion is the fact that
buildings accumulate meaning throughout their lifespans, evidencing traces of history in various stages of their origination, existence, and decay. If one was to rebuild
Palmyra’s Arch of Triumph, it would be necessary to ask what state of its past existence would be selected for restoration. Should it be rebuilt in its third-century image,
to recall the time of the emperor Severus Septiums and celebrate the Roman victories
over the Parthians? Or should it recall the depictions of the colonial explorers or the
arch’s restorers from the 1930s? What about the layers of history before the third century? And what about the layer of meaning that was brought upon this arch through
its destruction in 2015?

Part of the Memory Matrix project series, project produced for MIT 100th Anniversary of the Old
Campus Concept and artistic direction of the cross-disciplinary research team:
Azra Akšamija Research and development: Lillian P.H. Kology, James Robert Addison, Seth Cimarron Avecilla, Kristina Eva Eldrenkamp, Dina El-Zanfaly, Maria Roldan (planning); Dietmar Offenhuber (cryptographic heritage component); Allison James (project manager).
Participating pixel designers:
Abigail Anderson, Katherine Weishaar, Johanna Greenspan-Johnston, Szabolcs Kiss, Sofie Belanger,
Baily Zuniga, Kristen Wu, Caner Oktem, Martin Joshua Elliot (MIT students), Cherie Miot Abbanat.
Production:
Seth Avecilla, Zachary Herrmann, Kalamu Kieta, Lillian Kology, Dave Olsen, Joseph Wight.
Pixel fabrication team:
Nasreen Al-Qadi, Ashley Kim, Goldy Landau, Cynthia Fang, Kristen Wu (installation fabrication
team); Yvette Abadi, Rainar Aasrand, Dina El-Zanfaly, Momchil Molnar, Dimitrios Pagonakis, Veronica Salazar, Erica Santana. Montserrat College students: Tiffany Binger, Paige Hall, Christopher
Giglio, Kurtis Lyons, Kenneth Sawyer, Maegan Shilkey, Joshua Viana (pixel hanging team).
Sponsoring:
Office of the Dean SA+P, Office of the Dean HASS, Program in Art, Culture and Technology (ACT),
Center for International Studies, Arts Initiatives of SA+P, Center for Advanced Urbanism, Council
for the Arts at MIT, MIT Libraries, Aga Khan Program, Global Studies and Languages, Comparative
Media Studies / Writing, Literature Section, Office of the Dean for Student Life, Program in Science,
Technology, and Society, Women’s and Gender Studies at MIT, MIT Crowdfunding, LeMessurier,
D.C. Beane and Associates Construction Company.
Photographs:
Dietmar Offenhuber, Madeleine Gallagher, David Kinchen, David Kinchen Photography Boston,
John Eric Steiner.
Special thanks to:
Nadja Akšamija, Jessica Anderson, Hiroharu Mori, Department of Architecture at MIT, Aga Khan
Documentation Center at MIT, MISTI, MIT Alumni Association
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Monumentomachia
Monumentomachia is an ongoing curatorial research dossier comprising work conducted by Suzana Milevska, PhD, Principal Investigator of the project TRACES. Made
up of different critical responses towards existing or newly proposed monuments,
the dossier contains contested perspectives of different communities. The aim of this
archival research project is to discuss the reasons that led activists, curators, and artists
to address contentious events from the past and present in relation to the building of monuments. The dossier encompasses various theoretical
ideas from seminal texts dedicated to preserving memSuzana Milevska. Visual culture theorist and
ory through monuments and memorials; as well as excurator from Macedonia. Currently she is
amples of artistic research and conceptual projects,
Principal Investigator at the Politecnico di
Milano (Horizon 2020, TRACES). Her theovideos, exhibition catalogues, research data, together
retical and curatorial interests include postwith other visual and textual materials.
colonial critique of the hegemonic power reWithin this assembly, different theoretical and artisgimes of representation, gender theory and
feminism, participatory, collaborative, and
tic concepts such as multidirectional memory or counresearch-based art practices. From 2013 to
ter-monuments are reflected and compared with par2015 she was the Endowed Professor for Centicular focus on artistic projects which have prompted,
tral and South European Art Histories at the
Academy of Fine Arts in Vienna and she taught
extrapolated or developed further concepts. Michael
at the Visual Culture Unite at the TechnologRothberg, for example, makes a case, arguing against
ical University in Vienna. She was a professor
the commeasuring of and competition between differof history and theory of art at the Faculty of
Fine Arts – University Ss. Cyril and Methodient negative memories which set victims against each
us, Skopje and in 2006 she initiated the Cenother. Perhaps the concept of multidirectional memory,
tre for Visual and Cultural Research at the Rewhich Rothberg discussed in many different books and
search Institute “Euro-Balkan.” Milevska was
Fulbright Senior Research Scholar in Library
texts, could assist the conceptualisation of relations
of Congress (2004). She holds a PhD in Visual
between cultural memory, contentiousness and shame:
Cultures from Goldsmith’s College. Her curaWhile that endemic conflict plays a significant role in
my analysis, my aim is a more general mapping of the
range of forms that public memory can take in politically charged situations. By mapping that discursive field,
I arrive at a four-part distinction in which multidirectional memories are located at the intersection of an
axis of comparison (defined by a continuum stretching
from equation to differentiation) and an axis of political
affect (defined by a continuum stretching from solidarity to competition—two complex, composite affects). Although schematic, such a map can pro-vide orientation
for an exploration of political imaginaries in an age of
transcultural memory.1

torial project The Renaming Machine (20082011) addressed the politics of renaming, rewriting histories, and the overwriting memory
in art and visual culture. Milevska curated the
Roma Protocol (Austrian Parliament, Vienna)
and initiated Call the Witness, a project focusing on contemporary Roma artists (included Roma Media Archive and the exhibition at
BAK Utrecht that was part of the Roma Pavilion, 54 Venice Biennial, 2011). In 2015 she
co-curated with Alenka Gregorič the exhibition 'Inside Out – Not So White Cube' (City Art
Gallery, Ljubljana). Milevska’s publications include Gender Difference in the Balkans (VDM
Verlag, 2010), and the readers The Renaming
Machine: The Book (P.A.R.A.SI.T.E. Institute,
2010), On Productive Shame, Reconciliation, and Agency (SternbergPress, 2016), Inside Out – Critical Discourses concerning Institutions (co-edited with Alenka Gregorič). In
2012, Milevska won the Igor Zabel Award for
Culture and Theory.

Monumentomachia focuses on different models of critical
and performative art practices through which contemporary artists have dealt with contentious cultural heritages
of monuments. In this context, I want to argue that there
could be no contentious heritage or contentious objects without taking into account

Protests in front of the statue Warrior on a Horse, main square ‘Macedonia,’ Skopje, 2013.

1 › Michael Rothberg, “From Gaza to Warsaw: Mapping Multidirectional Memory,” Criticism 53. no. 4 (20l1): 523-48.
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the clashes between various interests, desires and aspirations of individuals, groups,
communities and political bodies toward cultural heritage objects. In my view, it is
urgent to shift the discussion from objects of cultural heritage towards the contentious relations between subjects (e.g. producers, interpreters, institutions and other
stakeholders of cultural heritage) and objects (artworks, public art, monuments, vernacular objects, architectural objects, etc.). Thus the title, Monumentomachia, is used
to stress the reciprocal relations between objects of contention: monuments; and the
subjects who cause the contentiousness: citizens who interpret the monuments and
have the right to decide on what kinds of monuments will be installed in public space.
The dossier also includes an extensive case study of the Colourful Revolution in Skopje—a three-month long period of protest during which Macedonian protestors paintballed the monuments and buildings built in the context of the Government’s urbanist
project Skopje 2014.

There could be no contentious heritage
or contentious objects without
taking into account the clashes
between various interests, desires and
aspirations of individuals, groups,
communities and political bodies toward
cultural heritage objects.

‘Monumentomachia,’ research archive, pop-up event curated by Suzana Milevska at the conference ‘Alliances & Commonalities,’ UniArts Stockholm, 26th October 2018.
What's Left of the Colourful Revolution?, video by Sašo Stanojkoviќ in the frame of the pop-up
event ‘Monumentomachia’ curated by Suzana Milevska at the conference ‘Alliances & Commonalities,’ UniArts Stockholm, 26th October 2018.
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Towards Poetic Research, or Research Without Guarantees
How can we locate poetic research historically in order to use it today? How would
research without guarantees invigorate the question of research once again? In order
to answer these questions, we turn to the current landscape of research.
Three tensions run through the understanding of artistic research today. The first tension carries a concern that art will face pressure to produce a set of semantically recognisable outcomes and therefore art will be less process oriented, less able to define
its own routes and its own failures. Secondly, artistic
research runs into a tension with dominant scientific
Urban Subjects (Sabine Bitter, Jeff Derksen,
understandings of research and its expected syntax of
Helmut Weber). Urban Subjects is a culturknowledge and outcome. This also brings the spectre of
al research collective formed in 2004 by Saa standardised evaluation criteria that might not recbine Bitter, Jeff Derksen, and Helmut Weber
and based in Vancouver, Canada and Vienna,
ognise knowledge crystallised from artistic processes,
Austria. Together they develop artistic-poetprocesses that often seek affective, disjunctive, or asic projects focusing on global-urban issues,
sociational outcomes. Lastly, artistic research is deeply
the texture of cities, and on civic imaginations. They have held residencies at VIVO Mesuspicious of the very institutions that ask for it, that
dia Arts Centre (Vancouver), at the Leuphana
beckon for art to shape and share its knowledge. The
Arts Program (Lüneburg), and at the Austrian
art academy as a node in a knowledge economy presPavilion at the EXPO in Milano. Their publications include Autogestion, or Henri Lefebvre
sured to contribute to cognitive capitalism of course
in New Belgrade, Momentarily: Learning from
welcomes and even asks for artistic research and
Mega-events (with Bik Van der Pol and Alissa
knowledge mobilisation.
Firth-Eagland), and, as guest editors, Camera

Austria (issue 139) on Sincerity. They have also
curated exhibitions internationally, such as
'Not Sheep: New Urban Enclosures and Commons' (Artspeak, Vancouver), 'The Militant Image – Picturing What Is Already Going On', or
'The Poetics of the Militant Image '(Camera
Austria, Graz) and they facilitated the exhibition and public programming for The Vienna Model: Housing for the 21st century at the
Museum of Vancouver.

From our perspective/position as an artist collective,
we recognise the field of artistic research—as well
as its many practitioners and contestations—and we
have tried to identify what we call poetic research, or research without guarantees as a methodology that can
interact with these three tensions.
‘Research without guarantees’ refers to Stuart Hall’s
1983 essay ‘The Problem of Ideology: Marxism Without
Guarantees.’1 This influential work from Hall reconciles a post-marxist use of ideology with a more traditional Marxist methodology. Hall
overcomes the split between the scientific impulse Marxist thought and the openness
that we are identifying as a productive aspect of the poetic. He argues, ‘This relative
openness or relative indeterminacy is necessary to Marxism itself as a theory. What is
“scientific” about the Marxist theory of politics is that it seeks to understand the limits
to political action given by the terrain on which it operates.’2 As a result, there can be
no preordained outcome to either history or determinations, economic or otherwise—
there can be no guarantees arrived at by such a methodology. Hall’s powerful opening
up of reductive economist arguments applies very usefully to artistic research in relation to the poetic. Refusing an absolute split between the scientific and the material
(i.e., method and history), Hall argues that determinations (and mediations) are never
final—whether they are ritualistic forms of Marxist thought, or for our argument, or
the determining contexts of artistic research.

Urban Sbjects (Sabine Bitter, Jeff Derksen and Helmut Weber), Research Without Guarantees,
(2004–ongoing), ongoing archive.
Scale model of Wallpaper #2, Gorleben 2013. Black and white wallpaper of the forest at Gorleben
and inserted abstract ground plan of the nuclear waste site at Gorleben.

1 › Stuart Hall, “Marxism Without Guarantees,” in Stuart Hall: Critical Dialogues in Cultural Studies, ed. David Morely
and Kuan-Hsing Chen (London: Routledge, 1996).
2 › Ibid., 45.
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We also propose that artistic research as a methodology has the possibility of turning
away from instrumentalisation in the academy, in think-tanks, and in the art world
by no longer coming with guarantees (or outcomes that are readily recognisable).
We take poetic research to be a means to organise research material into a poetics
rather than to bring research into a capitalisation of knowledge. Poetics is a building
and an ordering in which the aesthetic, structural, and semantic are all considered
as a part of the dynamic. But poetic research is not simply something open-ended or
outside of other valuations, but a critical understanding and a challenge to research.
Poetic research seeks to make connections between sites, places, events, moments, movements, people and commodities: yet, it tries to do so without guarantees. Like history, research cannot arrive at a predetermined point.

Artistic research as a methodology has
the possibility of turning away from
instrumentalisation in the academy,
in think-tanks, and in the art world by
no longer coming with guarantees
Specifically, we draw inspiration from a tendency in poetry that developed out of
new documentary practices in the 1930s. This poetry can be exemplified by the radical editing of court documents by Charles Reznikoff or the militant documentality of
Muriel Rukeyser. This poetry walked alongside the cultural front in the anti-fascist
movements of the 1930s. This is not ‘poetry as a liberation of language from the effects
of finance that has produced and embedded in the social communication,’ a quality
Franco Berardi gives poetry as ‘a small rebranding of art.’3 To achieve that quality, we
draw also from the radical poetry of the 1980s which used ‘the rejection of closure’ as
a methodology for knowledge production unchained from the syntax of capital. With
these two forms of poetic research—one that locates itself within the trajectory of social movements and one that interferes with the structural absorption of meaning into
a commodity in cognitive capitalism—open artistic research to a form that addresses
the three tensions that artistic research lives within. Poetic research is both historical,
‘scientific’ (in Hall’s sense) and artistic.
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Urban Sbjects (Sabine Bitter, Jeff Derksen and Helmut Weber), Research Without Guarantees, (2004–ongoing), ongoing archive. Diptych of description from the back of iconic anti-nuclear protest photographs taken from press archives combined with a photograph
of the forest near Gorleben nuclear waste storage site. Rokdorf-Gorleben 1976-2013, Sabine Bitter and Helmut Weber, 2013.

3 › Franco ‘Bifo’ Berardi, “Economical Dogmatism and Poetic Thought in the Coming European Insurrection,” in Art
as a Thinking Process: Visual Form of Knowledge Production, eds. Mara Ambrozic and Angela Vettese (New York:
Sternberg, 2013), 58.

01. The Storming of Brokdorf on November 13, 1976.
02. Brokdorf February 28, 1981. Federal Border Guard elite troops are brought in by helicopter.
03. Brokdorf, March 2, 1981. 50,000 at demonstration against planned nuclear power plant in Brokdorf.
04. Brokdorf, February 28, 1981. Mass demonstration against planned Brokdorf nuclear power plant.
05. February 28, 1981. Nuclear power plant demonstration in Brokdorf. Violence was pre-programmed from the start.
06. Brokdorf, June 7, 1986. Demonstration of about 40,000 against the launch of the nuclear power plant.
07. June 8, 1986 Hamburg-Helligegelstfeld. First criminal identification record in Germany using Polaroid photographs.
08. Police present objects confiscated during riots in Hamburg.
09. Brokdorf: Fuel element transport to Sellafield obstructed.
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Urban Sbjects (Sabine Bitter, Jeff Derksen and Helmut Weber), Research Without Guarantees,
(2004–ongoing), ongoing archive:
Günter Zint, Gorleben, castor transport, 1997.
Günter Zint, Gorleben, eviction of the Free Republic of Wendland, 1980.
Günter Zint, Gorleben, eviction of the Free Republic of Wendland, 1980.
Series of five posters, Grohnde am 19.03 (The Battle of Grohnde, March 19, 1977). Authorship unknown. Archive of Hamburg Institute for Social Research.
Photographs of protest with press description and data on back.
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World Communal Heritage
The ongoing World Communal Heritage Campaign anticipates an institution that aims to
nominate and promote housing as communal heritage. It consists of the World Communal
Heritage Manifesto, photo documentation, postcards, stickers and a dedicated website.
The artistic campaign World Communal Heritage Campaign was initiated during the
project Chisinau Art—Research in the Public Sphere (2010) curated by Stefan Rusu
and Lilia Dragneva from KSA:K. The campaign was used and extended by the artists and/or other groups in the context of: Struggle for
Autonomous Space, Inex Film and Context Collective,
Rena Rädle, Vladan Jeremić. Belgrade-based
Belgrade (2011); artistic protests related to the unfinartists whose research-oriented work comished Aqua-park in New Belgrade and erection of the
prises drawing, text, video, photography, inHeydar Aliyev monument in Belgrade with artist Saša
stallation and intervention in public space.
In their collaborative practice they explore
Stojanović (2010-2011); X-OP European study group
the relation between art and politics, unveilfor The Pull Factor, Helsinki (2011); research group
ing the contradictions of today’s societies and
Self Made Urbanism Rome (2012); the initiative Motel
developing transformative potentials of art in
the context of social struggles. They engage
Trogir with Loose Associations and Sonja Jankov, Trowith current debates and struggles in colgir (2015); and the struggle for the social centre NNK,
laboration with social movements and disBelgrade (2018).
seminate their work through reproduction

The World Communal
Heritage Campaign was
applied as a background
concept against evictions of
Roma people in Finland.

Rena Rädle, Vladan Jeremić, Postcards Housing Agenda: Under the Bridge, Helsinki, 2011. 3 motifs,
two-sided, 5 samples of each motif.
Dimensions: 27,4x15cm.

in various media. They exhibited at Brooklyn
Museum, NY (AgitProp! 2016), 56th October
Salon, Belgrade (2016), Museum of Contemporary Art, Ljubljana (2016), District, Berlin (2017), Manifesta 12, Palermo (Politics of
Dissonance, 2018), Steirischer Herbst (rotor,
2018) Graz.

In 2011 in the context of The Housing Agenda project the World Communal Heritage
Campaign was applied as a background concept against evictions of Roma people in
Finland. Therefore, The Helsinki Housing Manifesto was published in 2012 in order
to deal more concretely with burning issues of the housing of the precarious migrant
workers. The Helsinki Housing Manifesto is a draft concept for a trans-urban Roma
Migrant Workers Housing Project and was the result of the public debate ‘The Housing
Agenda’ in Helsinki which included participants such as Vladan Jeremić (artist, Serbia), Dejan Marković (Roma politician, adviser for Roma and minority issues, Agency for Human and Minority Rights, Government of Serbia), Lidija Mirković (artist,
Germany), Silvia Modig (member of the Finnish Parliament, City Planning Board),
Damian Le Bas (writer, UK), Panu Lehtovuori (architect, professor of urban studies,
Helsinki), Marita Muukkonen (curator, Helsinki), Gareth Rice (social thinker, writer, urban political economist, University of Helsinki), Rena Rädle (artist, activist,
Serbia), Roman Schatz (journalist and writer, Helsinki), Ivor Stodolsky (curator, researcher, writer, Helsinki-Berlin), Miranda Vuolasranta (executive director in the
Finland’s Roma Forum, Helsinki), Eetu Viren (theorist, activist of Free Movement,
Helsinki), Thomas Wallgren (Member of Helsinki City Council).
The Helsinki Housing Manifesto was presented by Miranda Vuolasranta (executive director in the Finland’s Roma Forum, Helsinki) during the CES Dialogue Seminar in
Brussels, in November 2011.
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Rena Rädle, Vladan Jeremić, Postcards Communal Heritage. 13 motifs, two-sided, 5 samples of
each motif. Dimensions: 21x14cm.
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On the Move
Alfred Ullrich’s On the Move (2011-2018) is an archive of his long-term artistic research
and activist projects. It consists of Ullrich’s research and campaign Landfahrerplatz
kein Gewerbe (Site for Travellers: No Trading) (2013)—exhibited here as a wallpaper of
documents, letters and other texts—and Crazy Waterwheel (2011), a video recording
of a ‘renaming’ performance and other related artistic actions. The campaign consisted of many letters that the artist, in collaboration with different activist organisations and cultural institutions, sent to relevant public
administrators and political bodies in Germany (inAlfred Ullrich. Born 1948, he is an artist who
cluding the Mayor of Dachau) as a persistent protest
makes use of several media including phoagainst warning signs stating that itinerants are not
tography, video, and material objects. His diallowed to trade or peddle in Bavaria, near the artist’s
verse work revolves around the question of
the relationship between mainstream Gerresidence and near the former concentration camp
man society and that of the Sinti and Roma.
Dachau. Previous presentations of the project also
Ullrich’s father was a German officer who met
included a street sign in which the inscriptions were
his mother, an Austrian Sintezza in a concentration camp. His mother was in several
crossed out by the artist.
camps where she lost her parents, twelve sibUllrich’s continuous campaign which mobilised differlings and her first son. She survived the iment communities and official bodies together with the
prisonment, but those experiences had a profound impact on her and her younger son,
artist’s simple performative actions of crossing-out the
the artist. Thus subjects as pain, death, vuldiscriminatory inscriptions, highlight how seemingly
nerability, shame and melancholy flow into
neutral regulations in fact enforce the segregation of
Ullrich’s work. Currently he lives and works
in Vierkirchen, on the outskirts of Dachau,
Roma travellers from others. The project addresses onand is a Member of the Artists Association
going anti-Romaism and discrimination on the basis of
Dachau and the BBK Munich and Upper Baethnicity preserved through language and visual public
varia. His recent exhibitions include: 2016,
Rolling Home, Galerie Kai Dikhas, Berlin;
memory, reinforcing the already existing stereotypes
2014, BLACKOUT* Greyout Whiteout Braunof Roma people as ‘exotic’ creatures full of wanderlust.
au(t) Apartment der Kunst, München, BLACKOUT, Dokumentations- und KulturzenThis campaign together with many other artistic prestrum Deutscher Sinti und Roma, Heidelberg;
entations of this issue forced the local government in
2013, To One’s Name, Kunsthalle Exnergasse
Germany to remove the signs, however, in general po(WUK), Vienna; 2011, Call the Witness, Roma
Pavilion, 54th International Art Exhibition,
litical terms, the situation is unresolved. Similar signs
La Biennale di Venezia, Roma Protocol, Wieare still present in other German regions and municiner Festvochen, Austrian Parliament, Vienna;
palities, and the culture of anti-Roma racism continues.
2010, Love and Friendship in the Nuclear Age,

Seemingly neutral
regulations in fact enforce
the segregation of Roma
travellers from others.

Alfred Ullrich, Landfahrerplatz kein Gewerbe (Site for Travellers: No Trading), wallpaper, 2013.

Galerie Dana Charkasi, Vienna; 2009, roll-on ·
roll off, A41 Galerie im Hof, Vienna; and Transidentities, exile, Center for Intercultural Art
and Antiracism, Vienna; 2000, Pearls Before
Swine, Lety, Czech Republic.

Ullrich tries to communicate various issues concerning the troubled history and current social and political positions of the Roma and Sinti people. Not only does he confront
centuries-old prejudices which are cemented in the collective subconscious of society,
but he also indirectly investigates his own difficult family history. Ullrich’s projects
are greatly motivated by the fact that his entire family was deported to various Eastern European concentration camps in 1939 (his mother survived, but lost her parents,
her first son, and twelve out of fifteen siblings).
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Alfred Ullrich, Crazy Waterwheel, video, DVD loop, 2011. Camera and Editing by Auderer Klaus.

An older work by Ullrich comprises a series of photographs documenting a performance entitled Pearls before Swine. The original performance took place on May 13,
2000 in the Czech Republic in front of the former Roma concentration camp Lety. The
history of this camp, which included the mass murder of Roma and Sinti, was partly
published for the first time in 1994. Lety was run solely by Czechs during World War
II. Since the 1970s, the site has housed a swine farm and thus desecrated the memory
of Roma who suffered there.
Ullrich’s project was motivated by the existence of the pig farm on the former concentration camp site, depriving him and other victims’ families of the opportunity to
properly commemorate their dead relatives. The artist supported a very simple cause:
calls to remove the farm and create a place for the remembrance of the mostly Roma
victims of Lety. The artist threw pearls from a necklace belonging to his sister onto
the ground at the farm’s locked gate, in front of the memorial stone in homage to his
relatives and other Roma who were persecuted, interned and died in various concen-

tration camps. As the artist broke his sister’s necklace and ‘fed’ the swine with the
scattered pearls, he refers to her unusual, unnatural death and the omission of a proper burial ceremony in the camp. The pearls and memories lay carelessly buried in the
mud under the feet of the swine.
Ullrich’s action and the title of the work point to the absurd and disturbing attempt by
the Czech government to overwrite the history of the Lety site from collective memory—simply covering it up with a different kind of ‘dirt’ to erase any public and collective memory related to the concentration camp and the horrors that took place there.
PERLEN VOR DIE SÄUE (Pearls before Swine) was one of Ullrich’s contributions to the
Roma Pavilion at the 54th Venice Biennale in 2011.
Suzana Milevska
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(T)RACE-ING LOUIS AGASSIZ:
Artistic Renegotiations of Archive, Memory and Place
This artistic research project evolved from a durational engagement in the Demounting
Louis Agassiz campaign. The aim was to advocate the renaming of Agassizhorn, in the
Swiss Alps, into Rentyhorn in honour of the Congolese-born slave Renty and of those
who met similar fates. Louis Agassiz (1807–1873) has been celebrated within the history of science as an important glaciologist who was one of the key promoter of the
Ice Age theory. But, he also was an ideological forerunner of apartheid and one of the most influential racists
Sasha Huber. Born 1975 in Zurich, she is a
and a pioneering thinker of the 19th century’s ‘scientifvisual artist researcher of Swiss-Haitian heritage. She lives and works in Helsinki. Huber's
ic racism’ in his adoptive country, the USA from 1846.
work is primarily concerned with the politics
Agassiz studied enslaved Africans in the places of their
of memory and belonging, particularly in resuffering and taught that they were innately and eterlation to colonial residue left in the environment. Sensitive to the subtle threads connally inferior. He advocated strict racial segregation,
necting history and the present, she works
ethnic cleansing, and government measures to prevent
with performance-based interventions, video, photography, publications, archival mathe birth of interracial children.

The artistic research employs
different methodologies
that are innovative
from the perspective of
decolonial theory.

terial, and the compressed-air staple gun—
while aware of its symbolic significance as
a weapon. She is known for her artistic research contribution to the long-term campaign Demounting Louis Agassiz, which promotes awareness that the Swiss-born Louis
Agassiz (1807-1873) was a proponent of ‘scientific racism,’ and a pioneering thinker of
segregation and ‘racial hygiene.’ She has participated in international exhibitions including the Biennale of Sydney 2014, the Venice
Biennale 2015 and artist residencies together
with regular collaborator artist Petri Saarikko.
She holds an MA and started doctoral studies
at the Aalto University in Helsinki and is currently undertaking PhD studies at the Zurich
University of the Arts.

The artistic research employs different methodologies
that are innovative from the perspective of decolonial theory. Participatory and collaborative methods in
visual anthropology in ways of photography, filming,
interventions and the internet, around mapping reparative voices are applied to my
work as a practitioner who enters new spaces connected to the history of racism, an
attempt to change the dynamics of the historical conversation.
The main methods and techniques:

Sasha Huber, Rentyhorn - The intervention.
Video, 4:30 min, 2008.
Photography by Siro Micheroli © Sasha Huber.
Courtesy of the artist and the Museum of Contemporary Art Kiasma, Helsinki.

→→ ‘Truth’ Telling/reclaiming indigenous voices (facing uncomfortable histories with
sensitivity, courage and bringing non-Western knowledge systems and languages
into the dialogue about colonial history and its legacies);
→→ Re-enactment on the basis of photography archive (shifting power dynamics at
sites of trauma whether they be geographic locations, collections, or the photograph itself);
→→ Reclaiming indigenous voices (bringing non-Western knowledge systems and languages into the dialogue about colonial history and its legacies);
→→ Fieldwork (artist residencies);
→→ Conducting qualitative research with quantitative component with Louis Agassiz
photo archive at Peabody Museum of Archeology and Ethnology in Harvard.
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Decolonial and anthropological methods combined with artistic strategies:
→→ Collaboration: Working with relevant experts and indigenous communities;
→→ Enacting unwritten historical and present perspectives;
→→ Writing: Working with historians to renegotiate racist legacies;
→→ Intervention and performance: Staging alternative events as opposed to present
beliefs.
Media:
→→ Photography and video: e.g. Renegotiating the role of lens based evidence;
→→ Sculpture: e.g. I will utilise the compressed-air staple gun as a tool capable of producing visually arresting works that also functions like a symbolic weapon, offering the potential to renegotiate unequal power dynamics;
→→ Website for mapping decolonisation (rentyhorn.ch).
Involved participants:
Hans Fässler, founder Demounting Louis Agassiz, advisor, mentor, collaborator
Hans Barth, committee member Demounting Louis Agassiz, advisor, collaborator
Maria Helena P.T. Machado, History Full Professor, University of Sao Paulo
Prof. Giaco Schiesser, 1st supervisor, Zurich University of the Arts
Prof. Dr Anette Baldauf, 2nd supervisor, Art Academy of Vienna
Anna Rastas, Dr.Soc.Sc., Docent (social anthropology), Tampere University
Dr Temi Odumosu, researcher, curator, mentor, Malmö University
Marius Kwint, lecturer, mentor, University of Portsmouth
MA Petri Saarikko, visual artist, mentor, advisor, producer

Sasha Huber, (T)RACE-ING LOUIS AGASSIZ Artistic Renegotiations of Archive, Memory and Place,
2008. An on-going archive consisting of various actions, interventions and artworks in collaboration with Demounting Louis Agassiz initiative.
An archive of documents/campaign letters.
Letter of request to Kofi Annan (next page, above).
Six answer letters and map of Switzerland (below).
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Awkward Objects of Genocide
The Awkward Objects of Genocide project entailed identification, documentation, interrogation, presentation and confrontation regarding an overlooked domain of Holocaust
representation, emerging outside of established centres of artistic production, by self-taught
local practitioners. The CCP2 team sees in them an opportunity to revitalise discussions about Holocaust representation, memorial art, bystander perspectives, and the
capacity of vernacular arts to address to trauma and difficult heritage. As the works
contain both unique and commonplace iconography,
the CCP2 researchers turned to affect theory to ask
CCP2 | Awkward Objects of Genocide – Erihow the artists developed their knowledge: what was
ca Lehrer, Roma Sendyka, Wojciech Wilczyk,
driven by feeling and what by cognitive impulses? The
Magdalena Zych. The goal of the Awkward
team pieced together artists’ war-time experiences
Objects project was to assess the scope of
Polish vernacular visual arts production unand potential personal afterimages of violence, distindertaken to memorialise the Holocaust, and
guishing these from images imported from official and
in doing so challenge the erasure and ‘awkpopularly circulating discourses.
wardness’ that frequently defined ethnographic museums’ relations to these ‘naïve’
The developing understanding of the works impacted
attempts to face the Shoah. Our project team
our approach them. Wojciech Wilczyk abandoned his
consisted of an artist Wojciech Wilczyk, aninitial documentary photographic mode and began to
thropologist Erica Lehrer, Concordia University, memory studies scholar Roma Sendyka,
respond to the artworks via extreme close ups. In this
Jagiellonian University, and curator Magdaway the memories they contained were confronted,
lena Zych, Ethnographic Museum in Kraków.
revealing thus their ambiguities: the capacity to both
This interdisciplinary group focused on ethnographic collections in Poland and Germawitness the Holocaust, and to obscure it.

The project thus drew
attention to potential
gestures of empathy,
of ethical witnessing.
The project consisted of seven stages:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

CCP2 - TRACES. Sławomir Kosiniak, untitled, 1948, painting, collection of the Krakow Ethnographic
Museum. Photo by Wojciech Wilczyk.
CCP2 - TRACES. Jarosław Furgała, Black Sky (Czarne niebo), 1986, relief, wood and barbed wire.
Courtesy of Majdanek State Museum.

ny, and contacted artists, collectors, and institutions to identify relevant objects and
explore their histories and current status. It
quickly became clear that this type of object,
assumed by the team to be a rarity, was actually a widespread sub-genre of Polish folk art.

This Creative Co-production ensues from
the research project TRACES - Transmitting
Contentious Cultural Heritages with the Arts.
From Intervention to Co-Production, which
has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 Research and Innovation
Programme.

identification of and documentation
multidisciplinary contextualisation
visual examination (close-ups)
public presentation: exhibition (December 2018-March 2019)
performative action (February 2019)
public meetings and discussions
documenting the process via web-page and exhibition book (2019).

The exhibition ‘A View too Close: Polish Vernacular Artists Face the Holocaust’ juxtaposed the objects found in collections with Wilczyk’s radical close-ups. It highlighted
the immense affective power of the works, curated to confront viewers with their uncanniness and to reveal the many mediating factors (economic, political, cultural) that
complicate their easy understanding as ‘objects of witness.’ This, along with the subsequent actions, expose the works to the possibility of broader readings and meanings.
Thus in the exhibition five different approaches were implemented: Wilczyk’s documentary photos identify the range of Holocaust vernacular visualisations; the original
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works were contextualised with information found in documenting their biographies;
their capacity to witness was presented, recounting the phases of the Holocaust murder
in Poland; the images were offered to the viewers in a workshop style, illustrating the
complexity they present to researchers, as works born of various impulses; an interrogative endeavour was shared with curators, critics, artists and the exhibition public,
asking them to join the CCP2 team in considering:
How did these works come about? Who made them, and why? Who bought, commissioned,
and collected such scenes? Were they exhibited? For which audience? What do they actually
depict? How should we look at them today? Can we treat them as witnesses to murder?

We would like to
thank the artists,
collectors, curators,
critics, and research
assistants who helped
us, and the museums
and institutions that
opened their doors
to our inquiries.
Our work was
supported by the
Faculty of Polish
Studies (Jagiellonian
University, Krakow),
the Ethnographic
Museum in Krakow,
the Global Education
Outreach Program
at POLIN Museum of
the History of Polish
Jews, the KronhillPletka Fundation,
Concordia University,
and the Canadian
Social Science and
Humanities Research
Council.

Selected ‘awkward objects’ were presented as possible sources of affective resonance.
The project thus drew attention to potential gestures of empathy, of ethical witnessing. Wilczyk’s large-scale close-ups confront us with the gaze of the bystanders and
victims to murder, pleading for us to respond. Rarely exhibited and acknowledged
neither as a part of the Holocaust art ‘canon,’ nor as memorial objects, these vernacular art works begged for new attention and recontextualisation. Doing so opened new
questions about both ethnographic collections and discussions of ‘Holocaust art.’
The Holocaust and Vernacular Arts in and beyond Polish Ethnographic Museums1
Eastern Europe witnessed 14 million deaths in a period of little more than a decade
between 1933 and 1945. The local impact of such widespread and wanton killing as it
reverberated in towns, villages, and communities over the subsequent decades is only
just beginning to be considered, prompted by new scholarly attention in Poland and
globally to the so called ‘dispersed Holocaust,’ the proliferation of smaller ghettoes and
camps, and the excruciatingly intimate relations of betrayal, killing, expropriation,
and rescue, particularly outside of the large urban centres, in the countryside.2
Many communities produce artistic responses to traumatic events, but Holocaust scholarship’s new Eastward and grassroots turns have yet to attend seriously to vernacular
‘arts of witness.’ In the field of Holocaust artistic production, local, ‘naïve’ artists were
a prolific, unacknowledged group attempting to represent the events they witnessed.
Their works, however, remain scattered in folk museum collections, often awkwardly
categorised due to disciplinary taxonomies that treat so-called ‘folk art’ as timeless rather than historical, and the reluctance of curators to touch on uncomfortable subjects.
The objects themselves are uncanny: at times deeply moving, at others grotesque, they
can also be disturbing for the ways they upend accepted roles of victim, perpetrator,
and bystander; impose Catholic idioms on Jewish suffering as well as for the erroneous mythologies that may be projected onto them as memorial objects in the present.
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Through a survey of objects in Polish ethnographic museums (as well as other Polish
and German public and private collections), we aimed at identifying the scope of this
phenomenon, historicising it and interpreting the works we found. Our objective was
to explore this genre of artwork, inquiring into its strategies of representing the Holocaust, its ability to commemorate the traumatic past, and its capacity to witness or
deny the facts of this past violence.
The ultimate goal of the project was to re-frame and draw new attention to this fascinating, under-recognised category of object in order to broaden what we understand
as ‘Holocaust art’ and ‘Holocaust aesthetics’; to expand the field of Holocaust memory
studies to include a range of non-elitist ‘bystander’ perspectives; and to challenge traditional approaches to folk art and ethnographic museology more broadly.
Our project was in dialogue with larger debates about difficult heritage and contentious
heritage, and the productive possibilities for curating difficult knowledge that challenge received ideas about and relationships to violent histories. We sought to support
the development of pluralist identities that simultaneously embrace legacies of victimhood, perpetration, and other positions of witness.
01. CCP2 - TRACES. Erica Lehrer, Magdalena Zych, interview with Louis Galinski. Photo by Wojciech Wilczyk.
02. CCP2 - TRACES. Magdalena Zych, Roma Sendyka, interview with Włodzimierz Naumiuk. Photo by Wojciech Wilczyk.
03. CCP2 - TRACES. Wojciech Wilczyk, Erica Lehrer, work in the photo studio of the POLIN Museum of the History of Polish Jews. Photo by Roma Sendyka.
04. CCP2 - TRACES. Wojciech Wilczyk, Roma Sendyka, work in the archives of National Museum in
Kielce. Photo by Erica Lehrer.

01

02

1 › Fragments of this text were previously published in Anthropology News, February 27, 2017, as well as in TRACES
no. 1 (September 2016): 6–7. This text is based on research done collaboratively by the co-authors together with
anthropologist Magdalena Zych and photographer Wojciech Wilczyk.
2 › Timothy Snyder, Bloodlands: Europe between Hitler and Stalin (New York: Basic Books, 2010). USHMM, The
United States Holocaust Memorial Museum encyclopedia of camps and ghettos, 1933-1945, planned volumes I-VII by
2025, eds. Geoffrey P. Megargee and Martin Dean (Indiana University Press and USHMM). Patrick Desbois, Porteur de
mémoires: sur les traces de la Shoah par balles (Paris: Michel Lafon, 2007); The Holocaust by Bullets: A Priest’s Journey
to Uncover the Truth behind the Murder of 1.5 Million Jews (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2009). Jan Tomasz Gross,
Neighbors: The Destruction of the Jewish Community in Jedwabne, Poland (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University
Press, 2001); Jan Tomasz Gross, Fear: Anti-Semitism in Poland After Auschwitz (New York: Random House, 2006); Jan
Tomasz Gross, Irena Grudzińska-Gross, Golden Harvest (New York: Oxford University Press, 2012); Jan Grabowski,
Hunt for the Jews: Betrayal and Murder in German-Occupied Poland (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2013).
03
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TRACES – Transmitting Contentious Cultural
Heritages with the Arts: From Intervention to
Co-Production
TRACES – Transmitting Contentious Cultural Heritages with the Arts: From Intervention
to Co-Production is a three-year project funded in 2016 by the European Commission
as part of the Horizon 2020 Research and Innovation Programme. Through an innovative research methodology, TRACES investigates the challenges and opportunities
raised when transmitting complex pasts and the role of difficult heritage in contemporary Europe.
European cultural heritage is inherently complex and layered. In the past, conflicting
or controversial perspectives on different historical memories and experiences have
collided in the rich cultural landscape of Europe and continue to do so in the present.
These contentious heritages are often particularly difficult to convey to a wide public
and can impede inclusivity as well as prevent the development of convivial relations.
Nevertheless, the main assumption of TRACES is that, if transmitted sensitively, the
sharing of these heritages can contribute to a process of reflexive Europeanisation, in
which the European imagination is shaped by self-awareness, ongoing critical reflection, and dialogue across different positions. TRACES therefore involves multi-disciplinary teams that bring together established and emerging scholars, artists, and
cultural workers to develop rigorous, creative and all-round investigations of contentious cultural heritages and experiment with innovative research methodologies.

TRACES investigates the challenges
and opportunities raised when transmitting
complex pasts and the role of difficult
heritage in contemporary Europe.
TRACES researches the existing participatory methods and artistic practices and offers a critical analysis which aimed towards developing new models of innovative creative collaborations between artists, researchers, heritage agencies, and their stakeholders which motivated this exhibition. The focus of the research, which unravels
theoretical and practical methods of approach, is put on the potential of participatory
art practices for transmitting contentious heritages, in anthropological, ethnographic
or historical institutions which hold and present collections, or present contentious
heritages in contemporary art institutions, artist-run spaces, re-enactment festivals
and other events, phenomena and activities related to heritage in public spaces. Many
existing art practices have limited results due to short-term, interventionist and promotion-oriented strategies as well as the complex societal relations in which institutions and artists have to frame their collaborations. Although there have already been
projects which successfully located points of conflict and contradiction within the institutions hosting the interventions and the ways of presenting contentious heritage,
they could not resolve the general contradictions in contemporary society at large.
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This has encouraged the creation of sustainable models to enable local stakeholders
to continue the participatory research and production of contemporary art for new
projects. The CCPs artists’ role is to create artistic strategies which enable the usage of
sensitive and self-critical approaches within institutions that own or host contentious
cultural heritage (e.g. access to research material, relations with hosts and other institutes, building sustainable networks and solutions, ethical conduct, engagement with
contentious heritage, etc.).
In order to achieve these objectives, TRACES initiated a series of five ‘Creative Co-Productions’ in which artists, researchers, heritage agencies, and stakeholders collaborate
on long-term projects researching selected cases of contentious heritage and developing new participatory public interfaces. The teams are often cross-disciplinary and
international and involve researchers and artists from different ethnic and cultural
backgrounds. CCPs are based on long-term research of contentious cultural heritage
and its public interfaces. The setting up of five Creative Co-Productions (CCPs) and the
analysis of participatory methods and models of transmitting contentious heritages
through these innovative contemporary creative collaborations in the exhibition will
be presented as case studies.
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Collaboratively Composed Questionnaire
Date:
09.05.2016 – 28.02.2018
Contexts and Venues:
Kick-off Meeting, Klagenfurt
TRACES Mid-Term Meeting, Berlin
Online meetings and various IT and research tools (Basecamp, skype, e-mails, google docs).
Initiators:
WP1 (Suzana Milevska and Tal Adler)
Co-authors:
CCP1 - Răzvan Anton, Julie Dawson, Alexandra Toma;
CCP2 - Erica Lehrer, Roma Sendyka, Magdalena Zych, Wojciech Wilczyk;
CCP3 - Alenka Pirman, Jani Pirnat;
CCP4 - John Harries, Joan Smith, Linda Fibiger, Tal Adler, Anna Szöke;
CCP5 - Martin Krenn, Aisling O’Beirn

TRACES CREATIVE CO-PRODUCTIONS
CCP1 - Absence as Heritage
Mediaș, Romania
Team: Răzvan Anton, Julie Dawson, Alexandra Toma
Partner/Host: NGO Hosman Durabil.
Other institutions/partners: Mediaș Synagogue
CCP2 - Awkward Objects of Genocide
Krakow, Poland
Team: Erica Lehrer, Roma Sendyka, Wojciech Wilczyk, Magdalena Zych
Partner/Host: Centre for Memory Studies/Jagiellonian University
CCP3 - Casting of Death
Ljubljana, Slovenia
Team: Domestic Research Society (Damijan Kracina, Alenka Pirman, Jani Pirnat),
Marko Jenko, Janez Polajnar, Marijan Rupert
Partner/Host: Domestic Research Society
Other institutions/partners: The National and University Library, the Moderna
Galerija Ljubljana, the National Museum of Contemporary History
CCP4 - Dead Images
Vienna, Austria - Edinburgh, United Kingdom
Team: Tal Adler, Linda Fibiger, John Harris, Joan Smith, Anna Szöke, Maria
Teschler-Nicola
Partners/Hosts: University of Edinburgh, Natural History Museum, Vienna
CCP5 - Transforming Long Kesh/Maze
Belfast, Northern Ireland
Team: Martin Krenn, Aisling O’Beirn
Partner/Host: Ulster University

Additional relevant comments and questions were contributed during the KoM, the MtM
Workshop on artistic practices, and other meetings by different WPs members (Marion
Hamm, Melanie Proksch, Klaus Schönberger, Karin Schneider, Nora Landkammer, Arnd Schneider, Blaž Bajič, Matei Bellu, Aglaja Kempinski, Kaśka Maniak, Magnus Godvik Ekeland, Leone Contini, Sharon Mcdonald, and Janet Marstine, Robin Boast, Gisela Hagmair, Francesca
Lanz, Luca Basso Peressut), as well as members of the CCPs.

Motivation, aims, methodology, working methods, and
structure
The questionnaire is a research tool that was proposed by TRACES WP1 team in 2016.
The structure and contents of Work Package 1 (Artistic Research: Creative Co-Production Beyond Intervention) Collaboratively Composed Questionnaire (WP1-CCQ) have
been discussed with the CCP teams since the start of TRACES.
The WP1-CCQ was developed through self-reflexive discussions in collaboration with
the members of five TRACES Creative Co-production teams (CCPs). WP1 facilitated the
process which fed the questionnaire in processual and collaborative ways (all together approximately forty professionals: academic researchers, art historians, ethnographers, art and museum educators, curators, artists, etc. participated the process).
During the last phase in the development of WP1-CCQ, the other researchers from
TRACES Work Packages were also invited to participate in the completion of the final
version (during the Mid-Term Meeting—MtM—in Berlin).
Aims
The main aims of the questionnaire were to link the specific research concepts, contents, and questions which emerged throughout the research process within different
cross-disciplinary teams, and to contextualise the TRACES research concerns in more
general international contexts and debates regarding artistic research practices that
address contentious cultural heritages.
The questionnaire was imagined as a means to help the members of the TRACES CCP
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teams to share and compare the newly produced knowledges, the obstacles, and the
ethical concerns raised throughout the project. First these observations and current
issues were shared within TRACES research community, following which, the questionnaire will be publically distributed in order to allow future similar collaborative
teams to have insights into the TRACES research process, and to anticipate or avoid
similar issues and eventual misunderstandings or mistakes in future.
Hence, the main focus of the WP1-CCQ was to enhance cross-disciplinary communication; to analyse, develop, and share specific collaborative methodologies and research
methods that have been applied or developed within TRACES; to establish profound
reciprocal coproduction relations within the CCP teams; to strengthen the relations
between the CCPs and various stakeholders; as well as to share experiences and recommendations that could assist future similar research and artistic production collaborations focusing on contentious heritage.
Methodology, methods, and structure
During the collaborative process the WP1-CCQ structure gradually changed and embraced newly suggested questions and topics, while also taking into account the complex development of the methodological concerns shared by project participants during the two TRACES team meetings (KoM, Klagenfurt, May 9-11, 2016; MtM Berlin
September 25-30, 2018), e-mail correspondence, and regularly scheduled skype meetings. The edited version of the questionnaire was circulated back to TRACES members
for final suggestions and edits before the submission of the final version.
After the delivering of the WP1-CCQ, the next step is to mobilise the CCPs to distribute
the Questionnaire via their networks of various stakeholders and partners: museum
curators, researchers, artists, collectors, students. The WP1-CCQ was also an important research method for conceptualising the exhibition set to take place at the end
of the project TRACES at the Galleria del Progetto at Politecnico di Milano, to open on
January 18, 2019.

TOPICS AND QUESTIONS
Chapters/Topics
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Accessibility
Regimes of Representations
Cross-disciplinary collaborative research methods
Visualisation of research (data)
Ethics of coproduction (with public stakeholders)

Newly added topics (the questions for these topics have not yet been defined)
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Affect/Effect
Context, cultural appropriation, and responsibility
Sustainability
Dangers of Glorification and Commodification
Participation vs. limiting the access and censorship
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1. Accessibility
There are at least two different aspects of accessibility to contentious cultural heritage.
A general issue with research of contentious cultural heritages stems from limited access to various research materials—textual, visual, objects, places, persons, groups;
location, individual or institutional ownership, return, repatriation or restitution,
copyrights, etc. Contentious cultural heritages are often perceived as a dangerous
threat that could eventually weaken the dominant national, political, religious, cultural or other narratives. The more specific issue of accessibility stemming from the
TRACES project’s focus was located around how artistic projects could facilitate access to the various objects of contentious cultural heritages by general publics. Finally, the researchers who participated in the composing of this Questionnaire pointed
to concerns with the possibility of endangering certain cultural heritages with their
eventual sensationalisation, spectacularisation, and commodification, which, in certain ecologically endangered environments, could also become particularly relevant if
access is not controlled.
Suggested questions:
1. On which basis is the access granted or limited?
* Recommendation for future researchers: to identify the basis for granting access
prevalent in certain local communities (gender, political background, ethnicity, race, class) if some compromises have to be made, but only up to the point that
such compromises are not in conflict with the agreed ethical research principles and
standards.
2. Who are the ‘gate keepers’? To which end?
* Identifying the existing ‘gate keepers’ who prevent free access for various personal,
political or other reasons can facilitate and fasten the advancement of the research.
The allowing of the access to researchers of contentious heritages by the institutions
and individuals who already have it depends on the sensitivity of the material, cautiousness, and mutual trust.
3. What are the strategies for gaining the access?
* Not all strategies are successful in different contexts so analysis of the context and
identifying the strategies that are more likely to succeed prior to the commencement
of the research is also relevant.
4. Could artistic strategies be more successful?
* Artists often have easier access to certain archival or other materials. Also, artists’
often informal approaches might be helpful in gaining the needed interest and trust
of certain institutions and communities. Most importantly, creative artistic strategies for approaching different stakeholders may help academic research projects
and teams.
5. How could the stakeholders employ artistic strategies to enable access to contentious
heritages in a critical and sustainable way?
* This issue lies at the core of TRACES project and it is yet to be analysed depending on
the preliminary outcomes of the CCP projects. It is extremely relevant to note that
inviting artists to work with sensitive images and objects from museum collections
is not as easy as it seems and takes a lot of time, funding, and support from the side
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of the hosting institutions/stakeholders in order to coproduce relevant artworks and
achieve expected discussions or changes. This situation can become even more complicated in cases of objects in public space where the audience is a more general public
who are not always deeply informed about contemporary art concepts and formats.
2. Regimes of representation
One of the main dilemmas of transmitting and distributing contentious cultural heritages is whether and how to show difficult images and objects in public visual field.
This issue stands in close relation to access: the reasons that once made certain images
and objects contentious might not be the same given changes of criteria, thresholds,
and reasons for contentiousness in art and visual cultures. But replacing one contentiousness with another is always a possible undesirable result of academic and curatorial work with images and objects that spark conflicts. The issue of representation in
art and visual culture is based on different theoretical and methodological debates and
discourses, so it is difficult that it is addressed in practice. However, certain questions
have to be defined and crucial positions agreed on in advance in order to avoid fundamental misunderstandings later.
Suggestions regarding the presentation and circulation of contentious images:
→→ To point to the difference between circulating and discussing contentious images and objects in public spaces and in controlled academic context (book, conferences, etc.);
→→ To point to responsibility: whether and if so, how we need to present and circulate images and objects of contentious heritage in order to keep in memory the
existence of racism;
→→ To address the issue of presenting objects and images of human remains from
museum collections in contemporary exhibitions;
→→ To check whether someone reacted from the activist circles countering the production and circulation of certain objects (e.g. of the ‘Lucky Jew’). If there were
no such actions, the other question would be:
→→ Whether an object is contentious only if there are public outbursts against it?
Suggested questions:
1. Which dominant regimes of representation (e.g. colonial patriarchal, nationalist) influenced the interpretation of certain cultural heritages as contentious and caused existing charged discussions and conflicts regarding their visual representations.
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5. According to the researchers’ conclusions the role of the artist in making these decisions cannot be isolated from the roles of the curators, targeted audiences, and other
stakeholders.
6. How is or could the representation of art objects be related to representation in democratic art institutions?
* Who makes the decisions around how certain contentious objects are displayed?
3. Cross-disciplinary Collaborative Research Methods
This topic calls for a discussion regarding the cross-disciplinary relations between
professionals from different disciplines and institutional backgrounds (artists, ethnographers, anthropologists, institutions, independent curators) as well as the conditions and prerequisites for successful collaboration: authorship, intellectual property, copyrights, specific approaches, and collaboration formats establishing triangular
relations between artists, academic researchers, and the curators from hosting and
other institutions. The collaborative relations on institutional levels between museums and/or other art institutions and different institutions dealing with contentious
heritage, sustainability cross-institutional, and international network initiatives regarding shared contentious heritages and negotiation of motivations are particularly
relevant for this section. A carefully drafted consensus for mutually sharing research
data during the research process, and a draft of a specific ethical conduct codex prior
to publishing final results were some of the recommendations particularly because of
the contentious materials.
Some general theoretical questions are instrumental for defining, clarifying, and configuring ‘collaboration’ constellations in this context.
Suggested general questions:
1. What is collaboration?
2. What does collaboration offer: synergy, power, motivation, actual work done together?
3. What is the difference between facilitating and collaborating?
* Is it about doing shared conceptual work?
4. What is the difference between collaboration and co-production?
* Is it more about technical aspects?
* The idea that a concrete product is created at the end?

2. What makes certain images and objects interpretable as witnesses of the difficult past?
Their owners or authors (subjects), or the represented narratives and depicted scenes?

5. What is cooperation?

3. What do contentious images and objects represent to different implicated communities: why and how can these different cultural meanings create conflicts?

6. What types of relationships and roles are most productive for structuring collaborative work?

4. Is it possible, and how, to circumvent the perpetuation of inherited and internalised
representational regimes, and thus to avoid newly triggered conflicts? Or could agonistic heritages be interpreted as catalysts of change?

7. Is collaboration it different when working with ‘contentious heritage’? Hierarchical?
Egalitarian? Anarchic? Collective? (Is a facilitator required?) Differentiated? Does this
difference depend on the subject matter?

* What could one borrow from postcolonial theory and recent debates around the
decolonisation of museums and cultural appropriation, and apply to the concrete
topic of artistic research in institutions embedded in colonial structures, relations
or collections?

* Taking shared actions?
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Section two

4. Visualisation of research (data)

More specific questions that a newly formed group, team or collective needs to address are:

The issue of whether and how artistic research methods relate to contentious heritage differ from other research projects in humanities and social sciences is one of the
most relevant research questions in this section. More precisely, the important issue
to address is the relation between specific artistic media and representational politics
in the context of contentious heritage: how to work with certain media that contain
problematic internalised regimes of representation that reflect and hinder the aims
of the project?
The other set of questions is related to visualisation of the research data: how to present research data visually together with the analysis of the results in relation to the
specific limitations of certain artistic media (depending on the representational politics already contained in the objects of contentious heritage)? The issue discussed here
calls for more concrete discussions around the difficult tasks and issues of how to exhibit racialised visualisations and objects which emit problematic emotions.
The issue of making a distinction between art and design was raised by the group as a
signal for over-aestheticisation of otherwise delicate socio-political issues.
The term ‘visualisation’ from the title is understood in a general way and relates to different forms and media of presentation of either quantitative or qualitative results of
the research project. Thus, three different levels of visualisation have been identified:

1. How to structure a collaborative group?
* What roles/functions are needed and how is cooperation between researchers and
other stakeholder (museums, institutions, publics) structured?
2. Who counts as a participant in a collaboration and whether there is a vertical hierarchy: object loaning institutions, exhibition space givers? (E.g. Are the stakeholders/
object-holders/collection owners participants in a collaboration and do they have
agency?)
3. What are the power relations in the research group?
4. Is a collaborative group open or closed? Does it need external allies who are not formal
‘collaborators’ but partners?
5. How can we organise for productive (vs. destructive) working conditions? What elements generate good working relations?
6. Does any of the above change when dealing with ‘contentious heritage’?
Section three:
Questions related to specific experiences within TRACES regarding the inner synergies of collaborating groups/teams:
1. How to work with difficult affects generated by the research (or objects) in the group?
How to work with self-censorship?
2. How to coordinate the roles of artists and researchers? Should it be based on expertise?
Or is the goal to transgress our domains of expertise in an open, ‘anything-goes’ fashion? Are all of our perspectives on all issues equal?
3. In relation to the group, who owns the results of knowledge generated by the research?
* Who benefits from the collaboration? How are the products and benefits of the collaboration distributed after the project ends?
4. How do various disciplinary formations affect collaborations? (E.g. Expectations, requirements, values, approaches, outputs, etc.)
5. How do other structures affect collaborations? (E.g. Laws, institutions, ethics, politics, gender, economy, class, etc.)
6. How does interdisciplinary collaboration develop in relation to communities implicated with ‘contentious heritage’?
7. When does interdisciplinary research really ‘work’? How to transcend disciplinary
boundaries in a meaningful way?
* How to create the conditions for productive transgression? How to create the conditions that encourage thinking unconventionally?
8. What structures, resources, and forces support/hinder collaboration?

→→ The first level would be the visualisation contained in the contentious objects
from the collections;
→→ The second level is the eventual visualisation of contemporary artists dealing
with the objects;
→→ The third level is the visualisation of research data (criticised as a new trend and
quite often limited to design and not art work).
* WP2 suggests ethnographic approaches and methods, and for taking hybrid
records during the field work—not structured and over-interpreted, carefully
taking measures and detailed descriptions of the objects and contexts (instead
of working within a strictly pre-planned agenda). The specific research processes in TRACES brought forward the discussion about how the research data
‘changes hands’ between researchers and artists and how statistics and other
data acquired through quantitative and qualitative methods could be turned
into visual representations.
Suggested questions:
1. When you visualise research data and conclusions: how do you visually conceptualise
something that is not visual?
* Do you provide additional explanation and how?
2. What do others expect of the role of the artist—to simply illustrate their results, or to
contribute to the research in their own medium?
3. Is visualisation of research data an artwork or a design?
4. What is the expectation of the artist?
* It is worth thinking about the differentiation between design and art > visualisation
of data in humanities: talking about conventions in those fields. There is a danger of
starting to guide the research in order to meet the demand for ‘spectacular’ results.
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5. The first step of visualisation = archive of objects.
* How to structure the field material? How does one photograph the research material,
and how does this already influence the viewer? How is it possible to create raw material? And how does this differ in time when everybody starts taking photographs?
6. How does one balance the process of informing people about a phenomenon with the
work around artistic visualisation?
* What is considered data in your research? Does one see different things and thus
produce different data with a different perspective? What is the relation between museological hard fact data and artistic interpretation?
7. Why would you take pictures in an archive? Is it a simple repetition, an archive of
an(?) archive?
8. How do you start working on co-production in terms of visualisation with colleagues
who are not trained in arts?
9. How to present the research results and the final work without risking overwriting one
with another?
10. Is there a point of decision where you do it more systematically?
11. Is it necessary to break the conventions of visualisation?
12. It is possible to propose a different perspective on the data?
* Is it possible to hack the idea of data in research projects as it is possible in an art
context?
5. Ethics of coproduction (with stakeholders and publics)
The fifth suggested topic and title from the general ‘politics/ethics’ was renamed during
the process of development of the WP1-CCQ as the more specific ‘Ethics of co-production (with public stakeholders)’. The participants discussed the intersection between
political and ethical issues e.g. whether contentious heritage calls for revising the ethical conduct of the researchers based on local political context; the expectations of the
stakeholders; and how to deal with sensitive data. Should codes and ethical principles
differ depending on different political contexts, systemic structures, etc.?
The general discussion unravelled around issues such as:
→→ Museums are not really challenged (or too little radicality);
→→ What is an intervention? How does it intervene?
→→ Is there too much focus on exhibition and not enough on the idea behind and the
expectations of the public?
The important theoretical and methodological question is whether the specificity of
contentious heritage calls for revising the ethical conduct of researchers based on
sensitive data. This issue is closely related to the paradox of professional ‘neutrality’
and objectivity that has been already tackled by the constructivist theory, but recently it became even more urgent to address in a critical and cross-disciplinary way because of the dangers of inherited essentialism and normativity in various social and
humanist scientific disciplines.
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Suggested questions:
1. What are entry points? Who are the audiences? Who are we doing it for?
2. Why has a space been chosen for presenting a project dealing with contentious heritages?
* Whether the political and socio-political context is already contentious/difficult?
3. What kind of co-production do we do? (E.g. Identify allies)
4. Who represents what, whom and to whom?
Suggestions:
→→ To look at literature on organisational structural change ‘constructive confrontation’
as being most effective representations of the political discourse and of objects;
→→ Performing and empowering aspects of how artists work, of social aspects and
parachute EU-model (which means that it has to look good on paper);
→→ Reconciliation: cultural institutions and publics.
* Examples of audiences and stakeholders:
CCP1: Mediaș: collaborations with schools are being established > smaller
groups over time; CCP1 + CCP5 involvement with stakeholders; CCP4: skulls:
collaboration anthropologists as target group.
Recommendations for general ethical issues in regard the research and art practice in
specific contexts of contentiousness:
→→ agreeing on a common set of values;
→→ sharing authority with stakeholders;
→→ empowerment;
→→ social injustice;
→→ how to leverage project to be sustainable afterwards and with whom.
Concluding remarks
It is our ethical duty to achieve sustainable change. We should build commitments beyond institutions and find out who the allies are that are NOT museums—like education of people of museums (e.g. in Birmingham). It is our duty to think and anticipate
platforms and models of sustainability? Who will carry on with the initiated project?
Suggestions:
Take ideas to ICOM and other already existing professional communities; embed the
ideas in a larger discourse; reinterpret the strategies and tactics in local and international cultural policies regarding cultural heritages.
Critique and warning:
Concerning the terms ‘fake social responsibility’ and ‘coproduction’:
→→
→→
→→
→→

To work more with the public in a structured, participatory, and dialogical way;
To draft formats of planned and ad-hoc co-production events and platforms;
To plan and draft sustainable platforms for future with clear ethical focus;
To discuss the additional and closely related topics that may produce new questions: the relation between affect/effect, context, cultural appropriation, and
responsibility; to raise awareness about the dangers of glorification and commodification of contentious objects of cultural heritages; and to address the contradictions between enlarged participation and limiting access and censorship.
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